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I I . , CHAPTER I. 
l INTRODUCTION I • • I) 
I!, 
The Newton-Wellesley Hospital is .a voluntary non-profit 
'• 
community ho spi :at 
a total population 
service department 
serving the residents or these 
t ._. /.' . 
. ' . 
or approximately 106,000~The 
or the hospital, which ·employs 
two towns, 
social 
two trained 
medical social workers and a departmenta~secretary, is the 
only medical social service agency in the community. My past 
experience as a social worker at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital, my present experience as a second year student at 
the Newton4~ellesley Hospital, and my observation of the work 
of the social service departments or both led me to believe 
that the role of the medical social worker in the community 
hospital is different from that or the medical social worker 
in the large city hospital. This thesis will be concerned 
with the role or the social service department in the com-
munity hospital, or, in other words, with the adaptation of 
the social service department to the organization and func-
tions of the community hospital. Specifically, this is a 
study of one particular setting, that of the Newton-Wellesley 
Hospital. The purpose of this study is to clarify this role, 
to trace its development since the rounding or the hospital, 
and to see it in relation to the standards of medical social 
service as defined by the American Association of Medical 
Social Workers. 
1. 
In 
implies 
( 
the 1'ield of! technical competence, the term "role" 
.l 
speci1'icity\o1' 1'unction. "A role is a,,series o1' ap-
' 
propriate and expected ways o1' behaving relative to certain 
.. :r-.·.·, 
objects, by virt~e o.1' a given individual's status in a given 
social structurE/or institution. rrl It is characterized by 
I 
expectations, /rights, duties, limits, and conditions, and it 
/ 
prescribes certain patterns o1' behavior. 
In the same sense, the role o1' an institution is charac-
terized bf expected ways o1' behaving by virtue o1' its status 
within a larger institution or within a given.social struc-
ture. A medical social service department is such an insti-
tution within a larger institution, the hospital. The members 
o1' the department, the medical social workers, have certain 
expectations o1' themselves which may be called their 1'unc-
tiona. They 1'orm these expectations during their 1'ormal 
training in the sChools of social work. The standards o1' 
their profession, which they study, become their ideal ex-
pectations of perrormance in the field. These are the rune-
tiona which they consider appropriate to their training and 
skill and which they reel prepared to fulfill. 
Once she is in the rield, however, a medical social 
worker may 1'ind that what she visualized as her functions 
when she was a student is dirferent rrom what her activities 
1. Talcott Parsons and Edward A· Shils, editors, 
Toward A General Theory or Action, P• 350. 
actually are./ The activities which she is called upon to 
• . . . I 
perform may~nclud~ all or some of her expected functions, 
and often they include duties which she did not anticipate 
l' 
and which she d_je's' not feel are appropriate. 
Similar~the hospital and th: community, which the 
social ser~ice department serves, have their expectations of 
---rtf'(. 
how and why the department functions. These expectations are 
also based on past experience. Actually what the community 
at large thinks and expects of the social service department 
may be different from the way in which it uses it. 
This thesis will be concerned with the role 9f-~he social 
service department in the Newton-Wellesley Hosp.:ftal in that 
I 
the writer will study what the department considers its func-
tions to be, what it finds its activities .actually are, what 
the hospital thinks and expects of it, and how the hospital 
and the community actually use it. 
The sources of data for this study are as follows: 
1. Statistical and historical material on the communi-
ties of Newton and Wellesley. 
2. Annual reports of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital and 
the social service department of the hospital which show their 
history and development. 
3. Annual reports of the social service department 
which indicate its services given in the hospital to patients, 
staff, and other personnel, and in the community to individ~ 
3. 
··--.._, . 
physicians, and agencies. 
4· Yearly statistics or the social service department 
which indicate the amount or cases carried, the source o£ 
referrals, the reason ror referrals. 
5. Interviews with the assistant city clerk o£ Newton 
and the town clerk of Wellesley in which their respective 
communities were discussed rram the standpoint or their his-
tory, growth and present status. 
6. Interviews in the hospital with the administrator o£ 
the hospital, the chier accountant, the director or the out-
patient department, and the outpatient admitting clerk. The 
purpose o£ these interviews was to ascertain what each person 
considers his own runctions and that or his department to be, 
what he sees as the runctions of the social service depart-
ment, and how the latter relates to his own job. 
7• Interviews with the social service director, the 
medical social caseworker, and the departmental secretary in 
which their functions and activities were discussed. In 
addition, the caseload of the month or March, 1954, was dis-
cussed to clarify the source or referral, and the reason ror 
rererral or all the new cases. 
The method pf presentation proceeds from a description 
of Newton and Wellesley to· a definition of a voluntary non-
profit community hospital, and a history or the Newton-
Wellesley Hospital. including its administrative and medical 
4· 
organization, and its runctions as they were developed by the 
governing board in relation to new developments in the rield 
or medical science and to the changing needs and expectations 
or the community. A description or.the social service de-
partment rollows in which its history is related to its or-
ganization and to its runctions in the hospital and in the 
community. Finally, the role or the social service department 
in the year 1954 is presented rrom the standpoint or its 
functions and activities as seen by the social service starr, 
the·hospital, and the community, and as compared to the 
Statement or Standards to be Met ~Medical Social Service 
Departments in Hospitals and Clinics 2 which was published in 
1949 by the American Association of Medical Social Workers. 
It is hoped that this, thesis will enable hospital admini-
strators to evaluate their social service departments, and 
social service departments to clarify their role in the hospi-
tal and in the community. Prospective social workers may 
also find this study helprul in choosing an area in which to 
major, and medical social workers may use it in choosing the 
setting for their work. 
The limitations imposed on this study are the lack of a 
rormal history or the Newton~ellesley Hospital, and the need 
2. American Association or Medical Social Work= Com-
mittee on standards, A statement of Standards to be Met ~ 
Medical social Service Departments-in Hospitals-and CliniCs. 
I 
•.,. 
/"" .. 
. •. ,. ~· 
to use int~fj$'-vs·~~~~ddi tion to yearly and monthly statis-
. \ '· 
tics of the, ·socia~ service department. The statistics are 
not full enough f1r the,:p~pose of this thesis since they do 
I l!:f - 11 
not include the ~5'b. for ~h=ri7"e:f'erral o:f' cases nor informa-
tion as to how ./e source q£·:· referral came to know o:f' the 
social servic IJ.epartmei!f In using interviews, moreover, it 
./ 
rely on what, people say about what they do 
bserving what they actually do. The other 
sources data were complete and informatiy.e·{ and the perso:ns11 
intervit'd were patient and cooperative. ~ 
. ·! I / /-: . 
// 
/~ 
. 
\ 
/ 
6. 
CHAPTER II. 
TEE COMMUNITY 
At the present t~me, and s~nce 1945, the Newton-Wellesley 
Hosp~tal serves all the res~dents or the c~ty or Newton and 
the town of Wellesley. These two commun~t~es differ in size 
and in fac~l~ties, yet they resemble each other in several 
ways: in the~r suburban atmosphere; the development and 
distribut~on of their facilities; the ac~evements and pos-
sessions of the~r citizens; and theirpride ~n the~r conunun~-
t~es. 
Newton was founded in 1630, and was incorporated as a 
town in 1688.1 Its princ~ple occupation during the early 
years of its development was farming. As farming became es-
tablished and as roads were laid out, corn mills and lumber 
m~lls were constructed in the area of Newton Upper Falls. 
During the nineteenth century, these areas developed into 
busy industr~al centers, supporting stores, hotels, cotton 
~lls, iron works and paper mills. only a few of these indus-
tries st~ll exist. 
In 1873, Newton was ~ncorporated as a city. It has con-
t~nued to the present time to grow in s~ze and population, to 
1. The histor~cal and statistical data on the c~ty 
of Newton was taken from Massachusetts Department of Conunerce: 
c~ty or Newton and from interviews with Mr. Philip Berquist, 
ass~stant c~ty clerk of Newton and Mr. Harold Pilsbury, 
Municipal Research Library, Newton. 
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develop its facilities, and to expand its resources; and the 
prospects for continued prosperity and growth are excellent. 
The city consists of eighteen square miles, of which 
11,106 acres are land, and three hundred acres are water. 
Almost completely surrounded by the Charles River, Newton 
.embraces fourteen individual villages, and 81,994 inhabitants. 
An increase in population to approximately eighty-six thous-
and is expected in the 1955 state census. In population, it 
is the eleventh largest city in Massachusetts. It has re-
tained the rural character associated with its earliest days, 
while it has become a suburban residential community and a 
center of prosperity. 
The United states census of 1950 found the population 
to number 81,994. Of this total, 86.3 per cent, or 70,760, 
were native-born white; 13.0 per cent, or 10,675, were 
foreign-born white; and 0.6 per cent, or five hundred, were 
Negro. The foreign-born included canadian-not-French, 
Italian, Irish, Russian, Lithuanian and English peoples. 
There are no census figures to indicate which religious de-
nomination is predominant in Newton. However, the number an~ 
distribution of churches and the reputed size of several 
congregations seems to show that the population is almost 
evenly divided among the catholic, Jewish, and Protestant 
religions. 
In 1950, there were 22,149 dwelling units in Newton, 
70.7 per cent of which were owner occupied, and 5.7 per cent 
8. 
of which were considered dilapidated. The median value of 
one unit structure was $16,162. Most of the local taxes were 
derived from real estate. 
The stable earning power of the people of Newton is 
noteworthy. 2 The working population suffers little from un-
employment. Again, according to the 1950 United states 
Census, the population, aged fourteen and older, numbered 
63,755. Of these, 50.6 per cent or 32,269 were in the civili 
an labor force; 3.3 per cent or 11,038 were unemployed. The 
largest occupational group consisted of professional people 
and technicians. Managers, proprietors, clerical workers, 
and salesmen followed in that order. The smallest group were 
the laborers, 3.1 per cent or 980 of the working population. 
The government employed 3,176 workers; 4,925 workers were 
self employed. 
There were 27,270 families and unrelated individuals in 
Newton, 20.7 per cent of which earned a yearly income under 
$1500; 17.0 per cent earned from $1500 to $2999; 20.4 per 
cent earned from $3000 to $4499; and 41.9 per cent earned 
$4500 and over. The leading sources of employment were and 
are manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, and construc-
tion. The largest industries are the manufacture of electri-
cal machinery, equipment and supplies; the manufacture of 
2. Howard Whitmore, Jr., Inaugural Address, p. 7· 
9• 
profess~onal, technical and controlling instruments; and the 
manufacture of textile mill products. The city uses 1.7 per 
cent of ~ts area for industrial purposes. 
The res~denta of Newton can be described as an intell~­
gent vocal citizenry. The school system ~a ~ghly developed 
and enjoys a wide reputation for the quality of ita curricu-
lum, extracurricular program, faculty, and condition of school 
buildings. In 1950, 70.3 per cent of the population had 
completed high school and higher educat~on; 3.9 per cent 
completed less than five grades. This figure was derived 
from the age group of twenty-five years and older. TWo pr~­
vate newspapers are published weekly and are distributed 
throughout the city. 
The city of Newton provides adequate recreational areas, 
health services, welfare assistance, and library facilit~es. 
It also prov~des a high level of pt>l~ce and fire protection, 
street maintenance, and sanitation services. Transportation 
is very good. Intra-urban service is maintained by a well 
organized bus system, and supplemented by the Metropolitan 
Transit Authority of Boston. Highways and railroads make the 
neighboring cities and towns readily accessible to Newton 
residents. 
The community supports a number of private agenc~es to 
give service and protect~on to its citizens. These include 
the Newton community Council, the District Nura~ng Associ-
ation, the Nutrition center, the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, 
10. 
the Family Service Bureau, the stone Institute and Newton 
Home ~or Aged People, the Y.M.c.A., the Girl Scouts and Boy 
Scouts, the Rebecca Pomroy House, a neighborhood center, st. 
Vincent de Paul, an agency giving relie~ and service to needy 
people, the West Newton community center, and the All Newton 
Music school, a center open to students o~ all economic 
groups. 
The first white settlement o~ Wellesley took place in 
1660.3 During the next two hundred years, as .a part o~ 
Needham, the settlement grew in population, developed ~arming 
as its principal occupation, and developed industry around a 
saw mill, a box ~actory and a hosiery ~actory. 
In 1881, Wellesley separated ~rom Needham, and was in-
corporated as a town. It has since grown in size, in popu-
lation and in industry, yet it has retained its suburban 
atmosphere and scenic countryside. The Charles River is the 
dividing line between Newton and Wellesley. At the present 
time, the total area of wellesley is 6,649 acres, 6,338 of 
which are land. This comprises Wellesley, Wellesley Hills, 
and Wellesley Farms. 
The United states census o~ 1950 numbered the population 
as 20,549. This number is greater than that of 1940 by 5422, 
and is mostly due to in-migration. It is estimated that the 
J. The historical and statistical data on the town 
of Wellesley were taken from Ma.ssachusetts Department of 
Commerce: Town of Wellesley. 
11. 
population will be ~~nty-four thousand in 1955. The con-
struction of the Worcester Turnpike, an express highway which 
passes through Wellesley, is an important reason for this 
gro1r1th •. In 1950, the native-born white numbered 18,231, or 
88.7 per cent of the total; 11.1 per cent or 2270 were for-
eigh-born white; and 0.1 per cent or twenty-six were Negro. 
The foreign-born included canadian-not-French, Italian, 
English, Irish, and scotch peoples. These are listed in the 
order of their size from large to small. 
In addition to being a residential town, Wellesley is 
known as a college town. The influx of students to Wellesley 
college, Pine Manor, Dana Hail, Ten Acre, and Babson Insti-
tute increases the population during the winter months. The 
townspeople feel that they are an asset to the town financial-
ly, and that the caliber of the students and the activities 
of the schools enrich the population and the community life. 
In 1950, there were 5269 dwelling units in Wellesley, 
4257 of which were owner occupied and 1011 were rented. The 
dilapidated units numbered 179, and were concentrated in one 
small area. An average of three and one-half persons occu-
pied one household. According to the building inspector i~ 
1954, the average estimated cost of new dwellings was $15,098 
per unit. As in Newton, most of the local taxes are derived 
from real estate. 
The greater number of Wellesley's working population 
find employment outside the town. Those that do work in the 
I lZ. 
L 
J 
town are employed in wholesale and retail trade, service 
industry, construction, insurance and real estate. The large 
department stores of Wellesley employ their personnel mostly 
from greater Boston because of their branch affiliations with 
Boston stores. According to the United states census of 
1950, the population, aged fourteen and older, numbered 
16,309. Of this total, 46.4 per cent or 7564 were in the 
civilian labor force; 1.6 per cent or 119 were unemployed. 
The largest occupational group consisted of professional 
people and technicians, numbering 1693. Managers, officials, 
proprietors, clerical workers, and salesmen followed in that 
order. The smallest group were the laborers, 3.8 per cent or 
281 of the working population. The government employed 665 
workers while 1036 workers were self employed. 
The number of families and unrelated individuals was 
8480 in 1950. Of this number, 36.8 per cent earned a yearly 
.income under $1500;· 14.5 per cent earned from $1500 to $2999; 
12.4 per cent earned from $3000 to $4499; and 36.3 per cent 
earned $4500 or more. The median income of $2862, as quoted 
in the 1950 Census, was low because it included students at 
Wellesley College. In the census tract which included the 
college, the median income figure was bel~ $500, while the 
other three tracts had an average figure of well over $4000:. 
One leading family of Wellesley, the Hunnewell family, 
has given of its estates and wealth over the years, thereby 
endowing Wellesley citizens with public gardens, parks, 
playgrounds, and libraries. The town maintains these racili-
ties, and privides health and sanitation services and wel£are 
assistance. Police and £ire protection is adequate, and 
street maintenance is good. Citizens however must rely on 
their own cars in order to have transportation. Three bus 
systems £rom neighboring cities travel through the town but 
do not reach all the inhabitants. Train service £rom Boston 
is set £or the working commuters and there£ore is inconveni-
ent £or the rest or the population. 
There are eight Protestant churches and two Roman 
catholic churches in Wellesley. The town has no parochial 
schools. The public school system is highly developed and 
o£fers the young people a good education and individual guid-
ance. As or 1950, 12,010 or the residents were aged twenty-
five and older, and 6685 or these completed high school and 
higher education, while only thirty £inished less than £ive 
grades. 
Wellesley residents are also quite proud or their pri-
vate agencies sponsored by their Community Chest and council. 
These include the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, the Boy Scouts 
and Girl Scouts, the Friendly Aid Association, a dual agency 
o££ering family service and visiting nurses, and the Wellesley 
Human Relations service, an agency for the promotion or mental 
health. 
Since their founding, Newton and Wellesley have grown in 
size, developed their resources, and increased and improved 
their facilities. The population has increased steadily, as 
the inhabitants remain settled, and new residents continue to 
move in. In recent years, there has been a large influx of 
people from the greater Boston area, and the population is 
expected to grow even larger in the future. The socio-eco-
nomic status of both communities is thriving and prosperous, 
and they are looked upon as areas of upward mobility. In 
comparison with the other suburbs in Massachusetts, Newton 
and Wellesley rank high in wealth and in progress. 
I 15. 
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CHAPTER III • 
THE HOSPITAL 
The Newton-Wellesley Hospital is a voluntary non-pro~it 
community hospital. It was ~ounded as a private corporation 
in 1886 to be owned and maintained by the community. The 
owners, residents o~ the community, assume the ~inancial re-
sponsibility ~or the building and its maintenance through 
the organization 0~ a joint stock company which appoints the 
governing body. The stock bears no interest. The hospital 
is ~urther supported by the earnings o~ its departments, by 
gi~ts and endowments, by ~ees o~ paying patients, and by 
government subsidies ~or ~ree care. It is a voluntary organi-
zation in that subsidization by the government is given with-
out government control; and there~ore it aims to eliminate 
the possibility o~ any 11 disturbing i~luence o~ political 
change.ul 
Southmayd and Smith describe the community hospital as: 
a visible and tangible investment by the community in 
the care o~ its own sick and injured. It is a center 
where pro~essional, technical, and physical resources 
are mobilized ~or relie~ o~ pain and the cure o~ dis-
ease. The patient's need creates the hospital and 
dominates it, taking precedence o2er the private 
interests o~ the hospital itsel~. 
1. Report o~ the Sixteenth Annual Meeting o~ the 
Newton Hospital corporalion, p. 3. -- ---
2. Henry J. Southmayd and Geddes Smith, editors, 
Small Community Hospitals, p. 8. 
16. 
The hospital is expected to serve the needy without pay, and 
it expects pay from those who choose to use it and are able 
to pay. It expects to serve the sick of the community, and 
it expects to be supported by the community. 
History of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital 
Almost seventy years ago, the Newton-Wellesley Hospital 
was opened to the community, guided by the above principles. 
In 1880, a group of physicians in Newton felt the need of 
having a hospital there to care for the sick and injured. 
They enlisted the help of the public-spirited mayor who in 
turn awakened the interest of others. Committees were formed 
to publicize the purposes and methods of a hospital, to in-
form the community of the need for a hospital, and to investi-
gate locations, buildings, plans, and cost. When the plan 
was introduced to the community, some people were enthusi-
astic; some thought it was a well-meant but doubtful experi-
ment; and some were outrightly opposed to the hospital as a 
needless drain on the benevolence of the citizens.3 Much 
time and effort was necessary to overcome these prejudices 
and to convinc.e the people that a hospital would be a good 
thing for the city. Six years of preparation preceded the 
actual opening of the hospital in June, 1886. The first 
3. Report of the TWelfth Annual Meeting of the Newton 
Cottage-Hospital Corporation, P• 17. 
18. 
----==r====================#==== 
l 
Annual Report or the Newton-Cottage Hospital Corporation 
stated that "the hospital is intended ror the benerit or the 
sick people in Newton, and especially the poor, who have not 
proper accommodations at home. n4 It was to be dependent on 
the gratuitous services or the physicians or the city, to be 
open to all regardless or religious beliefs, and to be de-
pendent on the good will and free gifts or the community ror 
rinancial support. 
The re~ponsibility ror the maintenance and growth or the 
hospital was placed on the community rrom the rirst. The 
trustees worked to impress on the public the value or chari-
table work. The Ladies Aid Association, comprised or seven 
ladies from each ward or the city, made many contributions, 
informed the community or the needs of the hospital, and 
awakened the interest or many in its support. Clergymen 
dedicated one Sunday as Hospital sunday when the churches 
gave the gifts of their congregations to the hospital. This 
custom continued annually until 1924 and allowed people of 
all grades or ability to contribute. Doctors of the communi-
ty served without pay. In addition, the city of Ne1>1ton was 
asked and agreed to appropriate annually $1,000 to the hospi- , 
tal for expenses. This fund was to be used specifically for 
the care of poor people who objected to receiving care as 
4· Report of the Seventh Annual Meeting or the 
Newton Cottage-Hosp!taT!Corporation, p. 15. 
_j 
paupers under a permit rrom the Overseers or the Poor.5 
During its rormative years, 1886 to 1893, the Newton-
cottage-Hospital establiShed itselr as a necessary service 
to the community. It concerned itselr with gaining the con-
ridence or the people, and determining their needs in order 
to be able to meet them. Many citizens became convinced or 
its userulness and took pride in its growth, while they 
contributed generously toward its support. 
A Training school ror Nurses was established in 1888. 
As part or their training program, the nurses were on call to 
assist doctors in the homes or their patients. The admini-
strators relt that the nurses would help to increase the com-
munity•s regard ror and support or the hospital. The patients 
paid ror this extra service and the money went to the hospi-
tal. 
In the early days, many people were reluctant to remove 
the sick rrom their own homes. The hospital tried to teach 
the community that "the prevention or sickness is as much a 
part or the mission or a hospital as is the cure or disease." 6 
In 1890, there was a better understanding in the community 
that certain diseases should be isolated to prevent their 
being spread. At this time, the city appropriated $10,000 
5. Ibid., p. 14. 
6. Report or the Twelrth Annual Meeting or the 
Newton Cottage-Hosp~ar-corporation, P• 18. -- ---
19. 
ror the construction or contagious wards. 
The small hospital which was patterned arter the English 
Cottage hospitals soon outgrew its original scope and purpose. 
There were more applications ror admission than there were 
accommodations. New buildings were needed to meet the needs 
or the growing community. In 1894, the Cottage plan was dis-
carded and the institution became the Newton Hospital. 
The prejudice against the hospital disappeared in the 
next few years. The community accepted the institution and 
recognized the advantages of skilled nursing, intelligent 
care, and the removal of the patient from depressing and 
unsanitary surroundings. 
The hospital kept pace with the advances in medical 
science. A department of bacteriology was added in 1896 to 
meet requirements in the treatment of disease and in the pre-
vention of contagion. The discovery of asepsis and antisepsis 
meant changed techniques in surgical operations and called 
ror new operating rooms and facilities. An x-ray department 
was established in 1902, and an obstetrical unit was built in 
1903. The hospital also assumed the direction:' of the Dis-
trict Nursing Association whose function it was to give nurs-
ing care to patients in their own homes. This function was 
then eliminated from the curriculum or the student nurses in 
the hospital's School of Nursing. 
The care of the indigent sick was largely dependent on 
voluntary contributions of individual citizens until 1897 
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when the city of Newton agreed to pay for the care of each 
patient sent to the hospital by the authority of the Board of 
overseers of the Poor. The city regulated its payments on 
the basis of the cost per week of the year immediately pre-
ceding. When the annual Hospital Sunday was discontinued in 
1924, the administration, represented by the Finance Com-
mittee, conducted its own drives to raise money for the sup-
port of the hospital. This lasted until 1932 at which time 
the Newton Hospital became a member of the Community Chest 
and council. Throughout its development the hospital has 
maintained that it is a private non-profit institution in 
that it exists "for the good which it can do and not for pri-
vate gain,n7 
From the time that the hospital was established in 1886, 
out-of-town patients were admitted and were required to pay 
full regular fees. The hospital's first contact with the 
town of Wellesley is dated 1899. The Annual Report for that 
year states that the 
nearness of the hospital to Wellesley College makes it 
conveniently available for use in extreme cases by 
Wellesley students, and it is a source of gratifi-
cation that the College authorgties have ••• made 
use of our hospital treatment. 
7. Report of the U.'Wenty-eighth Annual Meeting of the 
Newton Hospital Corporation, p. 3. . 
8. Retort of the Twentieth Annual Meeting of the 
Newton Hospita corporation, p.~ -----
The rollow~ng year, the Wellesley and Boston Street Railway 
Company began an annual custom or setting as~de a Hosp~tal 
saturday. On th~s day, the fares collected were turned over 
to the hospital. 
As the populat~on of Wellesley ~ncreased, more and more 
of ~ts res~dents sought med~cal care at the Newton Hosp~tal, 
and not all or these people were able to afford the cost of 
hosp~talization. By 1915, the hospital considered that the 
services it allowed Wellesley residents were given at a pe-
c~ary loss to the hospital. A Wellesley Hospital Committee 
was therefore formed and in September of 1915 it produced a 
working agreement with the hospital: the hospital will admit 
to the warda such patients as may be properly recommended by 
the Wellesley Hospital Committee.9 The charge for each 
patient was to be the actual cost to the hospital. The bills 
were to be sent to the Committee for payment. Both the hosp~ 
tal and Wellesley saw advantages to this agreement. The 
hospital welcomed the larger number of patients and the more 
active service that it called for. Wellesley was able to do 
effective charitable work without the expense of building and 
maintaining a hospital. In 1930, the hospital began to re-
ceive ~ndividual contributions from Wellesley residents, and 
in 1937; the Department of Public Welfare began to contribute 
9. Re!ort of the Thirty-rifth Annual Meeting of the 
Newton Hospita corporatfon, p. 11. -- ---
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to the support or the institution. Some Wellesley citizens 
were appointed to the Board or Trustees in 1932, and a Motor 
Corps Service ror the hospital was started the same year. 
The hospital became a member agency of the Wellesley 
Community Chest in 1940, and also received rinancial support 
rrom the Wellesley Fund. The war years meant a shortage of 
personnel in the hospital as elsewhere and necessitated the 
recruitment or volunteers, many or Which were enlisted rrom 
Wellesley. In May, 1945, the Newton Hospital corporation 
rormally recognized the increased participation in the sup-
port, administration, and activities or the hospital by 
Wellesley, and voted to change the name or the institution 
to the Newton-Wellesley Hospital. 
Private agencies as well as public agencies entered into 
the rullest cooperation with the hospital. This is evidenced 
today by the community relationships or the medical social 
service department of the hospital, the Visiting Nurse Associ-
ation, and the collaboration between the wellesley Human 
Relations service which is an agency ror the promotion of 
mental health and the hospitalts School of Nursing. The 
latter arrangement was made to assist the School of Nursing 
in developing its staff and students and in planning its 
curriculum. 
In order to meet the changing needs of the rapidly grow-
ing communities in relation to new developments in the field 
of medical science, the Newton Hospital added to its service 
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more buildings, trained personnel, and specialized depart-
ments of medicine. The following list shows the chronologi-
cal addition of specialized departments to the hospital. 
1908 Orthopedics 1936 Tuberculosis 
1918 otolaryngology Thyroid 
1922 Obstetrics 1939 Blood bank 
1924 Dermatology 1941 
Urology 
1925 Electrocardiograph and 1943 
Psychiatry 
Metabolism equipment 1946 cardiology 
1927 Physical therapy Thoracic surgery 
1929 Pharmacy 1947 Gastroenterology 
Accident ward 1948 oral surgery 
1931 Anesthesiology 1949 Diabetics 
1932 occupational therapy Allergy 
Pediatrics 
An outpatient department for orthope~ics was organized 
in 1908 to attend to correcting the deformity of the child 
who comes to the hospital for treatment. The clinic was also 
seen to be of value from the educational point of view, and 
for the purpose of enabling the hospital to discover persons 
having tuberculosis. The clinic had a spasmodic e~stence 
until after the first world war because of the lack of doctors 
to give service. In 1918, a general outpatient department 
was organized and consisted of medical, surgical, and ortho-
pedic clinics. It was intended to give service to ambulatory 
persons who could not otherwise obtain the benefits provided. 
Fees were to be adjusted to the patient•s ability to pay. 
The hospital was found to be centrally located for outpatient 
service as it was easily accessible by railroad, trolley 
lines, and two main thoroughfares. 
The outpatient department offered varied and costly ser-
vices by general practitioners and specialists. The labora-
tory, x-ray department, and pharmacy were also available for 
service to the ambulatory patients. As more patients sought 
treatment and supervision, the number of clinics increased. 
In 1950, the department boasted twenty-five clinics. Much 
effort was made to emphasize health through education. The 
clinic formed a Mother's Club to instruct mothers in feeding, 
bathing, and clothing the newborn, a well baby clinic to 
instruct mothers in the growth of their children, and a food 
clinic to teach patients dietary habits. 
The history of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital is marked 
by the community•s participation in its growth, and by the 
hospital•s effort to keep pace with the growing community. 
The hospital sees itself as the logical center for the de-
velopment and control of health work, and for the protection 
of the community. It noted with pride the increased confi-
dence of the public in its ability to give good patient care. 
This was shown by the demands for admission, the use of the 
hospital, the number and amount of gifts to the building fund 
and the favorable replies to a poll of public opinion and to 
requests to patients for comments and suggestions.10 
Organization of the Newton~vellesley Hospital 
In 1886, the small Newton Cottage Hospital opened with 
a simple organization composed of the Board of Trustea~, the 
matron appointed by them, the janitor, and a few female as-
sistants. A medical board was also appointed which prepared 
rules for the medical government of the hospital and nomi-
nated the visiting physicians. The following year, a head 
nurse, an assistant nurse, a housemaid, a cook, and a part-
time laundress were added to the organization. 
Today the hospital has grown to be a modern six-story 
building. The changes in medical practice, nursing tech-
niques, and health needs of the community have necessitated 
a change in administration and organization. Today the hospi-
tal is 
a complex organization utilizing combinations of 
intricate, spedialized scientific equipment, and 
functioning through a corps of trained technicians 11 educated to the problems or modern medical science. 
The hospital is a private corporation. It is owned by 
members or the corporation who are members or the community, 
and who, as stockholders, are financially responsible for 
10. Condensed Reaort of the Newton-Wellesley Hospi-
tal for the Years m an 1946, p. 3. 
11. United states Department or Labor, Job Descria-
tions and Organizational Analysis for Hospitals and Relate 
Health-s6rvices, p. 4· ---
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building and maintenance. Anyone in the community can become 
a member if he has and shows an interest in the hospital. 
The corporation elects from its own membership ninety 
trustees who are morally and legally responsible for hospital 
policies, properties, and services. The functions of the 
trustee are elaborated in the Hospital in Modern Society.12 
They are: 
1. to consider economic waste of illness and to in-
terpret hospitalization in its relationships to 
the community and to other public health agencies 
in the community. 
2. to establish general policies of the institution 
and to acdept full responsibility for their enact-
ment, including adequate financing with which to 
maintain high professional standards. 
J. to contribute conscientiously, not in money alone, 
but in time, interest, and intelligent under-
standing, and always to remember that guidance must 
never be confused with interference. 
Nine trustees are chosen to be the Board of Governors, 
which represents the visible control over the hospital by the 
community. In determining the policies of the hospital, the 
Board sees that proper professional standards are maintained, 
that equipment and facilities are consistent with the needs, 
that professional interests are co-ordinated with admini-
strative, financial and community needs, that financing is 
adequate, and that funds are safely administered. A very 
12. Arthur c. Bachmeyer and Gerhard Hartman, editors, 
The Hospital in Modern Society, p. 91. 
important ~unction o~ the Board is that it appoints the di-
rector o~ the hospital and gives him administrative authority 
to direct all ~ctions o~ the institution in keeping with 
the policies set by the Board. 
The director has certain responsibilities within the 
hospital and in the community. In order to manage and super-
vise all the aspects o~ the hospital's activities, the di-
rector develops an organization structure with clearly de~ined 
lines o~ authority and areas o~ responsibility. He selects 
the department heads and establishes lines o~ communication. 
He is the liaison between the Governing Board and the de-
partments, co-ordinating the efforts and activities of the 
latter, and providing them with adequate equipment and ~acili­
ties. He is responsible ~or maintaining a sound financial 
structure and ~or preparing a budget ~or approval by the 
Board. He contracts ~or the services o~ members o~ the medi-
cal staff who are appointed by the Board, sees that the staf~ 
is available and responsible ~or treatment, and sees that the 
professional departments cooperate with the staf~. Although 
he does not have an active part in the treatment o~ the pa-
tient, he is legally responsible ~or the patient's proper 
admission and care. 
In relation to the community, the director formulates and 
maintains a program of good public relations, explaining the 
hospitalts purpose and importance in relation to community 
welfare, explaining costs and functions to the public, helping 
28. 
to solicit funds and volunteers, and participating in communi-! 
ty affairs.13 He develops a working relationship with other 
community agencies and interprets the hospital's program to 
them. His knowledge and understanding of the community en-
ables him to interpret its needs, its attitudes and its re-
. sponses to the trustees and the medical staff, "Public re-
lations is the only hope for the survival of the hospital" as 
it "depends on its usef'ulness to the community.n14 
Figure I shows the basic organization of' the Newton-
Wellesley Hospital :from the Corporation to the many special-
ized departments. It can be seen that the director divides 
his administrative responsibilities between himself', the as-
sistant to the director and the administrative assistant, 
each being assigned a number of' departments. The heads of' the 
departments are responsible to them, :for the ef'f'ective f'unc-
tioning of' their staff's and services. 
The medical staf'f' has its own :formal organization to pre-
scribe and enforce prof'essional standards, and to :facilitate 
the execution and evaluation of' medical care. Each division 
of' medicine is supervised by its chief' of service. One or 
two members of the active staf'f' are then appointed to serve 
as visiting physicians on the wards :for a certain period, 
13. United States Department of' Labor, ~· cit., p. 
21. 
14. Bachmeyer, £E· cit., p. 92. 
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usually two months. The number or visiting physicians depends 
on the availability or physicians and the activity or the 
service. A resident is assigned to the medical division on 
a yearly basis, and three residents are assigned to the surgi-
cal division. Six internes are accepted each year, and on a 
two month rotating schedule, they gain experience in the 
dirrerent departments. 
The outpatient starr is under the direction or its chier 
physician who supervises the visiting physicians and the 
internes assigned to the various clinics. 
The medical starr is divided into the active starr and 
the courtesy starr. The active starr is composed or "members 
of the medical starr who direct all their efrorts to the work 
in the hospital and who are responsible ror the care or rree 
patients. 1115 Their duties are clinical and administrative. 
As the governing board of the medical staff, they are re-
sponsible ror the adoption and maintenance or proressional 
standards and for the education of less experienced doctors. 
They alone have the power to vote and hold orrice. The 
courtesy starr is composed or 
physicians who desire the privilege or using the fa-
cilities of the hospital for the care or private 
patients but do not wish to take part in the general 
activities or the institution. They are assigned no 
15. Thomas R· Ponton, The Medical staff in the Hospi-
~, p. 64. 
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From the entire staff, members are appointed to a medical 
executive committee. Situations that are to be brought to 
the attention of the hospital administration may be presented 
by this committee to the director of the hospital or to the 
joint trustee-staff committee, both of these having direct 
communication with the Board of Governors. 
Functions of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital 
The Newton-Wellesley Hospital was established for "the 
benefit of the sick people in Newton, and especially the poor 
who have not proper accommodations at home. 1117 It was thought 
of as a shelter and was dedicated to the sick poor. The 
administration intended it to be a place where the work of 
the physicians would be supplemented by good nursing care and 
favorable conditions for the recovery of the patient. 
Developments in the field of medical science, however, 
paved the way for a broader function of the hospital. 11New 
services required more hospitalization for more patients.ul8 
Surgery required hospitalization. communicable diseases re-
quired segregation to prevent their being spread in the 
16. Ibid., p. 68 
17. Report of the seventh Annual Meeting of the 
Newton Cottage-Hospital-corporation, P• 15. -- ---
18. Malcolm T· MacEachern, Hospital organization and 
Management, p. 25. 
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community. The public realized the need £or accurate diag-
noetic tests be£ore, during, and a£ter treatment, and the 
tests required special apparatus and specially trained person-
nel. Each new achievement in medical science increased the 
con£idence o£ the community in the use£ulness o£ the hospital 
and in its responsibility £or keeping man well and restoring 
him to health. For instance, Lister•s discovery o£ asepsis 
and antisepsis to prevent in£ection relieved many people o£ 
their £ear o£ the hospital. The middle and upper classes 
began to use it more £reely, whereas £ormerly it was con-
sidered a shelter £or the poor. 
In 1955, the £unctions o£ the hospital are de£ined di£-
£erently £rom what they had been in 1886. The care o£ the 
sick and injured is still the primary £unction o£ any hospi-
tal. The Newton-Wellesley Hospital is a general hospital 
equipped to treat the patient who has an acute disease. As 
a community hospital, it serves all the residents o£ Newton 
and Wellesley and anyone else who chooses to use it. Some o£ 
the neighboring cities, as watertown and Waltham, have ar-
rangements with the hospital whereby they will pay the cost 
o£ medical care £or their own medically indigent residents. 
In addition to patient service, the £unctions o£ the 
modern hospital are 1) the education o£ doctors, nurses, and 
other personnel; 2) the prevention o£ disease and the promo-
tion o£ health; and 3) research in scienti£ic medicine. 
Intramural education requires planning, organization, 
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and direction. The Newton-Wellesley Hospital is not a teach-
ing hospit~l in the sense that it is not connected o~~icially 
with a medical school and has no provision ~or teaching under-
graduate medical students. · It does participate in a teaching 
program through its internships and residencies. It admini-
ster~ a Training School ~or Nurses, whose students gain their 
spe'cialized knowledge and experience in direct contact with 
the patients and physicians. The dietetic service o~~ers 
in-service training; the medical social service department 
.o~~ers a ~ield-work placement ~or student social workers; and 
the administration o~~ers the same to students o~ an ac-
credited school 0~ hospital administration. 
As early as 1891, the Executive committee o~ the hospi-
tal stated that "the prevention o~ sickness is as much a part 
o~ the measure o~ a hospital as is the cure o~ disease. 1119 
Prevention o~ sickness implies public education. A hospital 
has the opportunity and the obligation to teach the community. 
The ~rontier o~ the hospital in recent years has been 
extended ~rom the. sick person in the hospital bed to 
,the potentially sick person in his normal living situ-
ation. It serves as the medium in many communities 
through which physicians and nurses, as well as volun-
teers and o~~icial health agencies pool their e~~orts 
~or the improvement o~ public health.20 
19. Report o~ the TWel~th Annual Meeting o~ the 
Newton Cottage-Hospital-corporation, p. 18. -- ---
20. United states Department o~ Labor, ~· cit., 
P• 9. 
Teaching is accomplished through contacts with patients, 
clinics, lectures on health, local newspapers, brochures, 
radio, and ~ilms, i~orming the public o~ new developments in 
medical science, and the part the hospital plays in them, and 
educating the public to recognize diseases that are prevent-
able. Teaching is made more e~fective by the fUll cooperatio 
of the public health department and other social agencies 
working in this ~ield. 
How has the Newton-Wellesley Hospital entered into the 
progrwn of public education and prevention of disease? The 
orthopedic clinic began by opening its doors to teachers, 
parents, and ~riends o~ patients with the intention of making 
the public "posture conscious". The hospital later o~~ered 
classes to Gray Ladies, Red Cross Aides, and Hospital Aides. 
I]lustrated lectures on diabetes were scheduled ~or the public 
to attend. In 1948, the department of cardiology partici-
pated in the Newton Heart Demonstration Program of the United 
states Public Health Service under the direction o~ the Newton 
Health Department. A committee was selected to 
study the cardiac problem in a typical American com-
munity to determine the possible role of the United 
states Public Health service in assisting the local 
health department in the management o~ the problem 
and the development o~ a program which may be recom-
mended2for use by other community health depart-
ments. 
21. SallY.· E· Clark, A History in Miniatures, p. 36. 
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A Newton Postgraduate Heart Institute was inaugurated to give 
monthly discussions on cardiac problems. 
In a small community hospital, a rew starr members may 
undertake research or a clinical nature, but research is 
seldom carried on extensively. The Newton-Wellesley Hospital 
has no rorma1 program or research. occasionally, 'there is 
some clinical investigation or an individual problem which 
is undertaken by a member or the medical starr because one or 
his patients has an interesting problem. There are no runds 
in the budget of the hospital ror the purpose or research. 
The hospital does have ample space and facilities, a quali-
ried starr, and a large enough number or patients to warrant 
a research program ir the medical starr and the administratior. 
desired it. 
36. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
THE SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
The social service department of the Newton-Wellesley 
Hospital was established in 1913 
to supplement the work of the doctors while the 
patient is in the hospital, to follow up deserving 
cases after discharge, and to keep in touch with 
social conditions in order that the regular charity 
work of the hospital may be wisely dispensed. Those 
who have ministered to the sick have seen a quick 
response to treatment and a shortening of convales-
cence when the mind has been freed from worries due 
to a disorganized home or to loss of income or occu-
pation. The purpose of the department is to aid in 
the solution of problems which distress the patient 
and then in some practical way to help those who for 
a time after1 discharge find the burden too heavy to be borne alone. 
A member of the Hospital Aid Association felt the need 
of social service while she was a patient in the hospital and 
she interested the other members. A social service Board was 
appointed to direct the work of the department. The board 
was made up of three trustees of the hospital, three officers 
of the Hospital Aid Association, the president of the District 
Nursing Association, the chairman of the Newton Board of 
Health, the superintendent of the hospital, and three members 
o~ the medical staff. The Hospital Aid Association interested 
a number of young women in forming a Junior League, or as it 
was sometimes called, a Social Service League. A hundred 
1. Report of the Thirty-third Annual Meeting of the 
Newton Hospital Corporation, p. 22. 
women were enlisted in 1913 for the purpose of raising money 
for the support of the department. 
The actual work was performed by one lay person who was 
called a social worker. In the first year she interviewed 
eighty-one patients. Thirteen patients were followed up from 
the orthopedic clinic when the doctor in charge wished to 
insure a certain course of treatment, or when he felt that a 
patient should return to clinic for observation or further 
treatment; seventeen patients were investigated and were 
found to have no special need; and fifty-one patients were 
interviewed because they needed either supervision, friendly 
visiting, financial relief, orthopedic apparatus, glasses, 
provision for children, institutional care, convalescent care, 
or further medical treatment. Volunteer members of the Red 
Cross Motor Corps helped to transport patients to and from 
the hospital and clinic. The social worker made 350 home 
visits, had 125 interviews in the hospital, and made 115 caDs 
to friends, relatives, or cooperating societies. 
In July of 1915, the Newton Welfare Bureau was estab-
lished and a cooperative relationship was begun between this 
agency and the hospital. In the hospitalrs Annual Report for 
1915, it is written that cases in which social problems are 
most important are referred to the Newton Welfare Bureau to 
be handled by experts. As these social problems are not de-
fined, there is no way of knowing what kind of situation was 
considered important enough to be referred. However the 
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statement in the report is evidence of the fact that the so-
cial worker did recognize certain limitations, either of her 
own ability and experience or of her role as a hospital so-
cial worker, or of both. In 1918, the welfare department 
began to make referrals to the hospital's social service de-
partment. The social service statistics for that year show 
that out of sixty-four cases carried by the department, seven 
were referred by the welfare bureau. 
In her second year, the medical social worker began a 
progrrun which was to develop steadily through the years, and 
was to reach many professional people in related fields. As 
a teacher and as a consultant, She gave individual help to 
members of the District Nursing Association on the problem 
of handling destitute cases. Seven years later, another 
worker felt that it was important to instruct the student 
nurses in the School of Nursing in order to give them an 
understanding of the role of the medical social worker and an 
appreciation of her part in the patientrs total care. By 
1933, the worker was not only teaching student nurses but 
spoke outside the hospital to students at Newton High School, 
and at Andover Newton Theological seminary, and to the congre-
gation of the community Church of waban. 
In 1916, the first social worker resigned because of ill 
health. The physical and social director of the School of 
Nursing was appointed to take her place. She stayed two 
years and then left to enlist in military service. The third 
worker, a trained social worker from an accredited school of 
social work stayed with the department for four years. 
The work of the department grew considerably during 
these first nine years. When her recommendation for a gener-
al outpatient department was approved, the social worker 
began to interview every new ambulatory patient to see if 
there was anything she could do. At that time, it was be-
lieved that the growth of the social service department would 
depend on the growth of the outpatient department. Referrals 
came from other sources as well: the house officers, nurses, 
hospital administration, relatives and neighbors of patients, 
Newton Welfare Bureau, District Nursing Association, school 
department, and neighborhood centers. 
Patients were referred to social service for a number of 
reasons: for admission to the hospital, tonsil and adenoid 
operations, illegitimate pregnancies, alcoholism, low mentali-
ty, financial difficulty, danger of infection, convalescent 
care, and family readjustment. In treatment the social work-
ers emphasized followrUP and the importance of meeting the 
moral need of patients by giving them courage and advice. In 
1921, the duties of the social worker included daily visits 
to all ward patients, and social and financial evaluation of 
patients who were unable to pay the full ward rate. 
The board of trustees felt that there was a real need 
for social service and that it supplemented in a practical 
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way the medical and surgical service or the hospital. The 
social worker seemed to them to have sympathetic understand-
ing and good judgment in making readjustments in the home 
life so that patients were free to carry out medical instruc-
tions. They fully expected that the service or the hospital 
to the community would be increased by the social service de-
partment. When in 1922 the JUnior Social Service League dis-
banded because it felt that the number of agencies in Newton 
should be reduced, the trustees voted to establi~h the de-
partment as a part or the hospital, and to assume its expenses 
or operation. The original Social service Board was also 
dissolved at this time. 
In 1922, the head of the District Nursing Association 
became the medical social worker or the Newton Hospital, but 
she soon found it impossible to carry on both jobs. Her sue-
cesser was given the job or supervising the outpatient de-
partment in addition to her social work duties. Although she 
was assisted by two volunteers who transported patients and 
took the histories or clinic patients, she felt that the 
hospital needed a full-time social worker to devote all or 
her time to social work. In 1926, such a worker was hired. 
She came to the hospital with a Bachelor or Arts degree and 
seven years or social work experience. She directed and 
2. Retort of the Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting of the 
Newton Hospita corporation, p. 23. 
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participated in the activities of the department for twenty 
years. 
The social worker continued to admit new patients to the 
outpatient department and to interview known patients to re~ 
evaluate their economic conditions. These conditions were 
re-evaluated every three months. Under her supervision, 
volunteers were able to do follow-up work and to attend to 
the clerical work. As the follow-up system improved, as 
patients with certain diseases were followed-up by other 
specialists as public health nurses in the case of tubercu-
losis and epidemiologists in the case of venereal disease, 
and as patients gained a better understanding of the need to 
return to clinic, the number of home visits made by the so-
cial worker and her staff decreased. This was l:argely due to 
the fact that the social worker was becoming better acqua~nted 
with the people of Newton and Wellesley. FUrthermore, the 
trend in social work at this time was to be less concerned 
with the individual in his home and in his interpersonal re-
lationships, and more concerned with the problem which he 
-brought to the worker and the way in which he saw it. 
Much of the social worker's time was used to investigate 
the need of patients for free care, and subsequently to 
recommend free beds. other reasons for referral to social 
service were the need for chronic and convalescent care, 
placement of children born out of wedlock, placement of 
children while mothers were ill in the hospital, and the need 
for appliances. occasionally a vacation was arranged for a 
patient or a nurse was secured to care for a patient at home 
or an unpaid bill was investigated. Relatives were advised 
of the care of patients either at home or away, and some sug-
gestions and advice were given to members of the medical 
staff who wanted to arrange suitable care for their patients. 
In 1930, social service had 690 interviews in the hospi-
tal and made 225 home visits. The interviews in the hospital 
are not described, and could refer to patients, families, 
physicians, nurses, or other personnel. In 1935, these fig-
ures increased to 1230 interviews in the hospital, and 337 
home visits. In this year as many as eleven volunteers 
worked in the social service department. 
The social worker developed a cooperative working re-
lationship with neighboring social agencies. She made and 
received referrals and she gave medical information and 
interpreted treatment. She acted as a consultant to local 
physicians who were concerned about their patients• social 
problems. Her community activities also included attending 
and participating in meetings of various organizations. The 
social worker listed these in her annual report for 1933; 
meetings of the Stearns School Center which is a neighbor-
hood center, the Florence Crittendon center, the Mental 
Hygiene Association, the Federated Council of social Agencies 
in Newton, the staff council of the Boston council of Social 
Agencies, the New England District of the American Association 
of Hospital Social Workers, the Child Welfare Conference, and 
the Scotch Charitable Society. 
In 1936, the hospital added another trained social work-
er to the social service department. Her duties were to work 
primarily with ward patients, to investigate their ability to 
pay, to discover social factors relevant to thei~ illness and 
to relate these to the physicians, to cooperate with the 
physicians in working out a soc1al and medical program of 
treatment, and to facilitate and extend medical care. She 
planned for after-care of the patient and arranged for him to 
pay for appliances. She interpreted illnesses to outside 
agencies, referred patients in need of casework treatment to 
the Newton Welfare Bureau, and worked very closely with the 
Newton school Department to arrange home instruction and 
occupational therapy and to keep the schools informed of 
their pupils' progress. 
The work of the social service department increased 
quickly. Its director felt that this was due to the increase 
in personnel, the increase in outpatient and hospital re-
ferrals, and the workers• efforts to record their work more 
accurately. In 1936, 2320 hospital interviews and 244 home 
visits took place; and in 1938, 6701 hospital interviews and 
518 home visits took place. An average of 265 patients a 
month were followed up in 1938. 
In order to meet the needs of the increasing caseload, 
the director of social service attempted to clarify her 
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functions and goals. She saw her functions as 1) interpret-
ing social·factors in the care and treatment of patients; 
2) instructing patients about facilities available to them 
in the community;. and 3) placing patients in environments 
appropriate to their health needs. social work meant "as-
sembling pertinent medical and social information, analyzing 
each situation, and formulating and carrying out an adequate 
social plan."3 The social worker's goal was to help. the pa-
tient develop as good a social adjustment and as complete a 
measure of self-maintenance as possible. 
These statements raised certain questions which the so-
cial worker was either able to answer herself or which she 
put to the hospital administration. She believed, first of 
all, that investigation of ability to pay was not true medi-
cal social work, but accepted this as a function of the so-
cial worker because she felt it was necessary in these situ-
ations to use the skills which the social worker acquires 
through her training. secondly, she was concerned about her 
part in helping to formulate hospital policies that affected 
procedures. She questioned the policy of admission of pa-
tients to the prenatal clinic, and the admission of out-of-
~own patients to the outpatient department. She eventually 
formulated her own policy for the admission of out-of-town 
3. Annual Report of the Social Service Department 
for 1937, p. 2. 
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patients, and asked the hospital administration to either 
approve it, or to formulate its own. Finally, the social 
worker questioned the fact that she had never been consulted 
on the social service budget. In 1939, one of the trustees 
of the hospital was given the assignment of observing and 
advising the social service department. 
In the hospital's Annual Report of 1937, the superin-
tendent recorded the achievements of the small department, 
and stated that it·aimed to measure up to the standards of 
the American Association of Medical Social Work. A statement 
of standards was prepared by the Association in 1936.4 It 
interpreted the functions of medical social service as the 
following: 
l. The practice of medical social casework: the study 
of the individual. patient•s social situation, in-
terests, and.needs in relation to his illness, 
and the medical social treatment of the patient 
in collaboration with him and his physician when 
these social needs and interests affect the physi-
cal and mental health of the patient; the social 
admission of patients to the hospital; the review 
of all patients in a given area; the follow-up of 
discharged patients. Social casework will be 
limited by the need in the individual case, by the 
decision to treat all or part of the problem, by 
the administration, and by the availability of 
community resources. 
2. The development of the medical social program 
within the medical institution, as growth in the 
quality of work, experimentation with new ideas, 
4• American Association of Medical Social Work: 
Committee on standards, A statement of Standards to be Met 
~Medical social service Departments-in Hospitals-and---
Clinics, p. 3. 
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development of new methods, and assistance in 
formulating policies affecting procedures. 
3. participation in the development of social and 
health programs in the community, initiating con-
sideration of programs, and participating in 
planning and development. The social worker must 
work out her thinking with the administration and 
medical staff. 
4· Participation in the educational program for pro-
fessional personnel in the hospital including 
social work, medical, and nursing students. 
5. Medical social research. 
The statement also said that the director of social ser-
vice was to be responsible to the administrator, and through 
him to the board of management. FUnds were to come from the 
hospital treasury, and the budget was to be controlled and 
administered.by the director of the department. A Social 
Service Advisory Board should be appointed to study the work 
of the department in its relationships in and out of the 
hospital, and to advise it in the development of new projects. 
The social service department of the Newton Hospital did 
meet the standards of medical social casework in studying the 
social situations of patients and giving medical social treat-
ment, in the admission of patients to the hospital, in re-
viewing all the patients in the outpatient department, and in 
following-up discharged patients in need of care. It seems 
that the social worker did recognize her role in the develop-
. ment of the medical social program of the hospital, and had 
begun to interpret this to the administration. To what ex-
tent she participated in the development of social and health 
programs in the community is unknown except for the fact that 
she did attend meetings of the various formal organizations, 
and in l939 it was recorded in her annual report that she 
participated in a case Conference Committee of the Newton 
Community Chest which met monthly to discuss various phases 
of social work. Her educational responsibilities were di-
rected to the student nurses who were instructed in the func-
tions of social service. As it was not a teaching hospital, 
the Newton Hospital did not have medical students. There was 
no medical social research. 
Once she clarified her functions and formulated her 
goals, the medical social worker was more prepared to develop 
a program which would enable herself and her co-worker to 
grow professionally and thereby improve the quality of serv-
ice to clients. In l940, the social workers began. to attend 
medical ward rounds. They did this in order to become more 
aware of the medical problems and to pick up any social prob-
lems that needed solving. This was also an appropriate time 
to give the doctors any pertinent social information about 
their patients. 
Discharge planning and arrangements for chronic care 
were the most common reasons for referral to social service. 
The social workers realized that "the referral problem was 
often only a part or a symptom of an underlying more difficult 
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problem.n5 The presenting problem was difficult to solve in 
itself, because or the lack of homes for the aged patient, 
and especially the lack of homes which would care for pa-
tients for $20.00 a week. This was the rate allowed by Old 
Age Assistance. Many patients were admitted to the hospital 
or the hospital stay was prolonged because of the lack of 
community resources and because families were unwilling to 
assume the responsibility for the patient's care. The so-
cial workers found that more and more they needed to inter-
pret the needs of the patients in relation to the functions 
of the hospital to relatives of patients and to the depart-
ment of Old Age Assistance. 
The 1940's saw a decrease in the number of people coming 
to the outpatient department. This was explained by the fact 
that more patients were able to pay a private doctor. For 
the same reason, fewer hospital patients required free care. 
These factors were responsible for the decrease in the number 
of social service interviews. In 1943, 4839 interviews were 
held in the hospital; and in 1944, 2775 interviews were held. 
The main problems presented to social service in addition to 
discharge planning were the need for financial relief, fi-
nancial adjustment of the hospital bill, placement of chil-
dren, rehabilitation or the handicapped, and problems peculiar 
5. Annual Report of the social service Department 
for 1941, P• 3. 
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to servicemen's families. 
The medical social worker was in a position "of extreme 
importance from the standpoint of the hospitalrs community 
relations as well as of service to the patients. 11 6 She was 
in contact with numerous individuals, groups of people, and 
welfare agencies, and therefore had many opportunities to 
stimulate an attitude of good will toward the hospital and 
an understanding and appreciation of its services. She was 
also in a position to know what the community thinks and ex-
pects of the hospital, and to interpret this to the hospital 
administration. The social worker was aware of this when, 
in 1940, she recommended to the director of the hospital 
that donors of free beds be notified when their beds were 
used. She felt that this would please the donors, would en-
courage others to give free beds, and would help to make pa-
tients more accepting of free care. 
In 1947, the present director of social service became 
the head of the department. She had received her training at 
the New York school of Social Work, and her experience at the 
Boston state Hospital, Massachusetts Memorial Hospital, and 
the Boston Dispensary. 
During her first year, the social service department 
served 536 patients, and interviewed 1948 patients in the 
6. G. o. Whitecotton, "The secret is Liaison," 
Hospitals, 20:52, November, 1946. 
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outpatient department to determine their eligibility for 
clini.c care, the rate to be charged them, and their plans for 
medical supervision. The method or recording social service 
statistics was changed at this time. service to patients was 
reported as either comprehensive or limited as defined by the 
Standards for statistical Accounting of Medical social Serv-
ices submitted by the statistics committee, Medical social 
Section, Greater Boston Community council in 1946. A compre-
hensive case was one in which a review or study takes into 
account the multiple aspects or the relation or the personal 
and/or social situation to the problem of medical care rather 
than being directed to a single limited aspect of care, and 
on the basis of this study a decision was made whether or not 
to carry through a planned service in terms or social treat-
ment. A limited service was one which was given to a particu-
lar patient or his representative for the purpose of helping 
solve a problem related to the patient•s medical situation. 
It was a casework service requiring individualization and 
casework skills but the attempt was to meet only the immedi-
ate, or presenting, problem and the service was limited in 
scope. The Newton-Wellesley Hospital reported its cases in 
this way until 1953. 
In 1947, twenty-seven cases were considered comprehen-
sive, and 509 cases were considered limited. The majority 
of problems referred to social service could be divided into 
three general categories: 1) the need to help patients in 
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making discharge plans; 2) the need to help patients to ad-
here to medical recommendations; and 3) the need for making 
financial arrangements with patients or their representatives. 
Whereas the first two categories were services which the so-
cial worker saw as her functions, the third category was a 
responsibility which the administrator expected her to ful-
fill. 
The number of patients referred during 1948 and 1949 was 
approximately six hundred each year. Patients were referred 
from six main sources. Table I indicates the number of pa-
tients referred from each source in these two years. 
TABLE I. 
SOURCE OF REFERRALS IN 1948 AND 1949 
Number of Patients 
Source of Referral 1948 1949 
Admitting office 270 202 
ward service 128 101 
outpatient department 125 256 
Patient or relative 24 17 
outside agency 18 10 
Private physician 15 10 
Total 580 596 
The social service statistics for these years also in-
cluded the reason for referral to the department. The dis-
crepancy between the total number of patients referred for 
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the reasons given in Table II and the total number of patients 
referred by the above-mentioned sources was accounted for by 
the fact that the social worker gave certain services like 
transportation and free medicine to patients already knuwn 
to her. These patients• contacts with the social worker were 
su~h that they approached her for an immediate service only 
at the time of need. The request was recorded as a reason 
for referral to indicate to the social worker the extent of 
her services, but was not recorded as a new referral. 
TABLE II. 
REASON FOR REFERRAL IN 1948 AND 1949 
Number of patients 
Reason for Referral 
1948 1949 
Free care 229 219 
Discharge plans 131 102 
Financial arrangements 1:1.7 218 
Aid in securing appliances 60 23 
Red cross transportation 50 64 
Social evaluation 44 19 
Free medicine 39 61 
Follow-up 16 
Reports to agencies 9 
Personal counseling 8 
Arrangements for psychiatric care 8 
Recruitment of blood donors 3 
--
Total 714 706 
The director of social service also undertook certain 
educational and community responsibilities. She gave one 
hour a month to the student nurses in the outpatient depart-
ment to teach them to appreciate the personal, social, and 
emotional aspects of health and disease, and to acquaint,·them 
with the functions of medical social work. Her community 
activities were purposeful and educational. She approached 
the American cancer Society to request a grant to the hospi-
tal to be expended for the benefit of cancer patients, and 
secured an annual allotment of $500. She was contacted by 
members of the Newton Heart study, and as a result she agreed 
to cooperate with whatever facilities they were ~o set up. 
She was invited to join bimonthly discussion groups of nurses 
and social workers under the leadership of Dr. Erich Lindeoma~l 
who was studying the community aspects of mental health in 
Wellesley. Both medical social workers attended the monthly 
meetings of the American Association of Medical social Work-
ers, the Massachusetts Conference of Social Work, and meet~ 
of local agencies. The director felt that 
the many local community agency meetings help to 
broaden the outlook of the day by day job, and in-
crease the extent of useful information which is 
esse~tial to the social worker in a community hospi-
tal. 
In her annual reports to the director of the hospital, 
7. Annual Report of the Social Service Department 
for 1949, p. 2. - -
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the director of social service recommended that her depart-
ment become a more integrated part of the hospital, and that 
it expand its services to include all patients who have prob-
lems of a personal, social or emotional nature. She also 
anticipated that many more patients would benefit from social 
service if a realignment of duties and responsibilities could 
be arranged so as to allow the workers more time for case-
work service. 
The year 1949 is a year of preparation for a change to 
new procedures designed to make the work of the so-
cial service department function more effectively in 
the areas which interrelate with the functions of 
other depargrnents, namely admitting, accounting, and 
outpatient. 
One such change which took place in 1950 was the placing 
of responsibility for financial screening of inpatients on 
the credit office. patients referred from the outpatient de-
partment to the house were still to be interviewed by the 
medical social worker.· The admitting office previously re-
ferred cases to social service when it doubted the patients' 
ability to pay their hospital bills. At that time, the pro-
cedure was changed so that after inquiry by the credit office, 
only those cases whose situation indicated need or question-
able·need were referred to social service for further investi 
gation to determine the extent of need for free care. This 
' . 
realignment of an administrative responsibility enabled the 
8. Ibid., P• 3. 
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social workers to increase the amount of professional service 
to patients. In just one year, the number of patients re-
ceiving such service was increased by more than two hundred. 
The change was also seen in the source of referrals to social 
service. Whereas in 1949, 202 patients were referred by the 
admitting office, in 1950, ten patients were referred by the 
admitting office and only fifty-one were referred by the 
credit office, indicating fewer referrals for financial reas-
ons. 
The director of social service was assisted by a part-
time worker until 1950, at which time the department secured 
a full-time medical social caseworker. She came to the hospi-
tal after three years of experience at the Peter Bent Brigb.BJ;JL 
Hospital and one year at the United states veteran's Bureau. 
She was graduated from the Simmons college school of social 
Work. In addition to her casework duties, She was to admit 
patients to the prenatal clinic. 
A secretary was also added to the staff in 1950. She 
had a total of twenty-three years of library experience at 
the Newton-Wellesley Hospital and in the Newton Free Library 
and therefore was thoroughly familiar with the hospital and 
the community. In addition to her clerical duties, she spent 
one-half of her time admitting patients to the outpatient de-
partment, assisting those unable to pay for their care, and 
arranging transportation for patients through the Red Cross. 
Her presence gave the social workers more time to attend to 
the problems of medical social casework. 
The educational program for professional personnel was 
extended in 1950 to include the supervision of students of 
social work from the schools of social work in Boston. One 
student from either Boston University or Simmons College was 
assigned to the hospital for an academic year for her field 
work placement. The director supervised the first student 
and the caseworker undertook this responsibility thereafter. 
Each month two or three student nurses took part in a confer-
ence with the social worker to study the social Aspects of 
Medical care. Three and later four class sessions of their 
sociology course were also given to the director of social 
service for the same purpose. A skit, in the form of a broad-
cast, was put on by all the members of the social service de-
partment before a meeting of the hospital employees, and later 
to a meeting of the Board of Trustees. In the skit, each 
member outlined her functions and duties. 
outside the hospital, the director participated with 
other department heads in a talk to the Newton Rotary Club, 
and she was also asked to talk on the functions of medical 
social service to a class of Gray Ladies. She took part in 
a course on counseling offered by the United community Service 
to selected members of the American Federation of Labor and 
the Congress of Industrial Organizations, to interpret agency 
services to them. In 1951, she was appointed by the hospital 
to be its professional representative at the Council of Social 
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Work in Medical care, formed by the United Community service. 
A feature article was published in four local newspapers des-
cribing medical social work in the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, 
Since the beginning of the social service department, 
its offices were located in the outpatient department, where 
social workers and patients were bothered by the lack of 
space and privacy. In 1951, new offices in the new wing of 
the hospital were given to the department. Not only did this 
change solve the prob1em of space and privacy, but the new 
location was more accessible to and more readily found by 
doctors, patients, and their relatives, and in no small way 
it was responsible for more referrals to and more use of the 
social service department. The secretary of the department 
remained in the outpatient department until 1954, when it was 
found desirable to have her services full time for the manage-
ment of the social service office. The practice of inter-
viewing patients who were to be admitted from the clinic to 
the house was discontinued, and finally social service relin-
quished all responsibility for admitting patients to the 
clinic. These revisions completed the reorganization of the 
social service department to date. 
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CHAPTER V. 
TEE SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT IN 1954 
As 1954 was the year in which the reorganization of the 
social service department was completed, I have chosen this 
year as the one in which to study the role of the social 
service department in a community hospital from the stand-
point of what it considers its functions to be, what its 
activities actually are, what other people in the hospital 
think of it, and how the staff and personnel of the hospital 
and the community as a whole use it, 
The personnel of the department in 1954 and at the pres-
ant time are the director, the medical social caseworker, and 
the departmental secretary. 
A. The FUnctions of the social service Department as Seen 
by the Department 
The major function of the social service department is 
to provide casework service to patients. Its other duties 
and responsibilities include field work training of medical 
social work students and participation in teaching other pro-
fessional personnel regarding the social aspects of medical 
care, participation in program planning and policy formu-
lation within the hospital, and co-operation with social and 
health projects and programs in the community. The depart-
ment is also responsible for recommending patients for free 
care. Recommendation is made to the director of the hospital. 
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The social service director is responsible for: 
1. administration of the department and supervision of 
personnel; 
2. expenditure of social service funds; 
3· maintenance of working relationships with other de-
partments; 
4· instruction in the social factors in medical care 
through lectures in the sociology course for student 
nurses; 
5. co-operation with schools of social work in planning 
field work training of medical social work students 
and assignment of students for supervision within the 
department; 
6. maintenance of public relations through 
a. consultation on medical social problems with 
physicians, individuals, and community agencies, 
b. interpretation of medical social work to groups 
inside and outside the hospital;: 
7• representation of the department at meetings of com-
munity organizations in which the hospital is a mem-
ber; 
8. casework service to patients. 
The medical social caseworker is responsible for case-
work service to patients, supervision of the assigned medical 
social work student, social service coverage of the prenatal 
and orthopedic clinics and the medical and pediatric services, 
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and participation in case conferences with doctors, nurses, 
and nursing students •. 
The duties of the social service secretary include the 
clerical assignments of taking messages, locating the social 
workers, receiving visitors, taking dictation and typing 
records, filing records and cards, keeping up the resource 
file, and tabulating the monthly statistics and the annual 
statistical report. Because of her experience as admitting 
clerk in the outpatient department and because of her ability 
to interview, :.the secretary has been given several duties 
usually assigned to a case aide. The job of a case aide is 
to assist the caseworker by handling the simpler aspects of 
cases, as investigating routine cases and assisting clients 
in the solution of problems when this solution requires 
limited judgment, authority and training. 'l'he secretary thus 
does routine medical follow-up under the direction of the 
social workers, and routine interviews to determine the need 
for help from the social service funds. She provides inform-
ation on resources in situations not active with caseworkers, 
and she makes routine arrangements for transportation. 
B. The Activities of the social servide Department 
Administration of the Department 
As the head of her department, the director of social 
service is responsible to the director of the hospital, and 
through him to the governing board. She plans, supervises, 
and administers the social casework program, and plans the 
departmental budget with the administrator. 
Expenditure or Social Service Funds 
The director is also responsible ror the expenditure or 
social service runds which consist or contributions to the 
department ror the use and benefit or patients. The runds 
are not used to cover the cost or any service provided by the 
hospital, as X-rays or laboratory work. They are used ror 
special needs which are related to medical recommendations 
as ror appliances or convalescent care. In the past six 
years, three regular annual contributions and small individu-
al girts have been received. The invested runds net the de-
partment approximately $1600 a year ror the benerit or pa-
tients. The Cancer Fund is used only ror patients having 
cancer, and occasionally money is raised from the Newton and 
Wellesley Salvation Army service runds, and the Cousens Fund 
or Newton. The latter is an endowment fUnd ror worthy Newton 
citizens. 
Maintenance or Working Relationships with Other Departments 
The director or social service works together with the 
medical starr, the administration, and other department heads, 
participating in the planning of the hospital program, poli-
cies, and procedures. In 1951, she and members or the medi-
cal starr jointly planned ror the reinstatement or a state 
Aided cancer Clinic, establiShed the clinic, and organized 
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its program. In 1954, a change in hospital procedure was 
initiated by social service. The function of financial inte~ 
viewing of patients to be admitted from the outpatient de-
partment to the house was transferred to the credit office, 
and the function of admitting patients to the outpatient de-
partment was transferred from social service to an admitting 
clerk hired for this purpose alone. These were considered 
administrative duties, and the changes were worked out with 
administrative ~pproval with the accounting and outpatient 
departments. As a result, the division of departmental re-
sponsibility was made clearer and better co-operative working 
relationships were established between the departments. The 
patients were also influenced by these changes. More and 
more, they have come to recognize the social worker as the 
one to help them with their personal and social problems in-
stead of only to give them financial assistance. 
Participation in the Educational Program of Professional 
Personnel 
Each year student nurses are taught formally in class 
lectures given by the social service director, and informally 
in small conference groups supervised by the director and the 
caseworker. The director gives a formal departmental orient-
ation to the administrative resident and to each new group 
of internes. Informal conferences throughout the year supple-
ment the orientation program. 
The social work student is supervised by the medical 
social caseworker. Each spring, moreover, the director or 
the department meets with other directors or medical social 
service departments and with the medical social work super-
visors o£ the Boston schools of social work to plan the field 
work training program and co-operates with the designated 
school to assign the students to settings that are best suited 
to their needs and qualirications. 
Consultation on Medical social problems 
Each year, the social service department receives numer-
ous requests from agencies, physicians, and individuals for 
information and consultations. Routine information is given 
by the departmental secretary. The director and the case~ 
vrorker give consultations depending on which one is familiar 
with the situation to be discussed. Family agencies may be 
interested in how to handle a situation that involves a medi-
cal problem, or they may want to know the meaning o£ a parti-
cular illness to a particular patient at a particular time• 
Physicians, both private and house, often request a social 
evaluation of their patients, and information about the rele-
vance of the social situation to the medical diagnosis, and 
to the possible plan 6£ treatment. Private doctors who want 
to handle the situation themselves may want to discuss only 
the available resources of the community in relation to their 
patients' needs. Relatives, neighbors, clergymen, probation 
orricers, and employers frequently call to inquire about the 
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availability of community resources, or the particular medi-
cal needs of a patient, or the probable future adjustment of 
a patient to his family or his job. The medical social work-
ers themselves initiate consultations when the situations 
call for it, as in the case of patients who are being financi-
ally assisted by the Public Welfare Bureau and for whom some 
kind of care must be planned after discharge. Consultations 
are given by telephone or in interviews. 'fuen it is requested 
from persons outside the hospital, consultation is a form of 
public relations, and often leads to referrals for direct 
services to patients. 
Interpretation of Medical Social. rTork 
Another form of public relations is interpretation of 
medical. social work to groups inside and outside the hospital.. 
In past years, the director of social service has talked to 
groups of volunteers, nurses aides, the Hospital Aid Associ-
ation, and to the employees and trustees of the hospital. 
These talks were requested either by the hospital administra-
tion or by the groups themselves and occasionally they have 
led to referrals to the department. various groups outside 
the hospital have asked the director of medical social service 
to speak before-them. The list of groups includes the Red 
Feather campaign workers, selected members of labor unions, 
service clubs as the Newton-Rotary Club, church groups, meet-
ings ot: professional workers in Wellesley,- and staff meetings 
or social workers or the Newton Family Service Bureau. These 
engagements are not regular and do not all occur in the same 
year. 
Representation or the Department in the Community 
Another runction or the social service director is to 
represent the department at meetings of community organiza-
tions of which the hospital is a member. She and the director 
of the hospital sit on the Newton Community Council. She 
attends the informal meetings of the Wellesley Community 
Council. As a member or the United community Service, the 
hospital is also a member of its Division of Health, Hospi-
tals, and Medical care and is represented at its meetings by 
the director of the hospital. The social service director 
att.ends the meetings or the Council or Social Work and Medical 
care which comes under the Division of Social Services to 
Families and Individuals. The hospital director asked her 
to represent medical social work on two local committees, a 
committee to study the problem or the aging in Wellesley, and 
a committee to study the development or a mental health proj-
ect in Newton. TWo requests came from the community itselr, 
and with the permission or the hospital administration, the 
social service director became a member of two committees. 
One is the Red cross Home service case Committee. The other 
is the Medical Proressional Board or the United Cerebral Pal~ 
Committee or Newton, Wellesley, and Weston. 
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casework Service to Patients 
Small community hospitals have small social service de-
partments with usually one, and sometimes two caseworkers. 
This is one reason why the directors or these departments 
give casework service to patients in addition to their other 
responsibilities. The directors or small departments in the 
greater Boston area have been meeting regularly in the past 
year, and one point which seems to be raised at every meeting 
is the division or the social worker's time between her ad-
ministrative responsibilities and casework service to patienb> 
some or the directors, who are trained caseworkers as well, 
want to do casework because they rind it enjoyable and satis-
rying and because they consider it their major responsibility. 
Some believe that their non-casework and administrative duties 
in the hospital and in the community are more meaningrul and 
more errective ir they are based on direct contact with the 
patients, and thererore on rirst-hand knowledge and under-
standing or the attitudes, expectations, and needs or the 
community. 
The division or clinics and services between the director 
and the caseworker exists ror the purpose or coverage only, 
and does not imply that one social worker handles only one or 
two kinds or cases. For example, the director may pick up a 
patient with diabetes in the clinic and continue to work with 
him should he be admitted to the house, whereas the caseworker 
may pick up a patient with diabetes on the medical service in 
" 
the house and later follow him in diabetic clinic. The di-· 
rector is responsible for social service coverage of the tumor 
and diabetic clinics and for the surgical service. The case-
worker is responsible for coverage of the prenatal and ortho-
pedic clinics and the medical and pediatric services. In a 
small department, coverage must at all times be provided by 
one worker or the other. Since they began to work together, 
the two social workers have shared their knowledge of indi-
vidual situations with each other, and as a result both are 
familiar with the majority of patients known to the depart-
ment. Furthermore, in a community hospital, families and 
generations of families become known to the social service de-
partment over the years. The caseworker may work with one 
member of a family at one time, and the director may work with 
another member of the family at another time, snd both become 
familiar with the family, its background, its strengths and 
its needs, and the individual problems of its members. 
Table III shows the number of cases carried by the social 
service department in 1954 and for each month during the year. 
A total number of 1038 cases were carried by the social serv-
ice director and the medical social caseworker. The sum of 
the continued cases throughout the year was 288 cases. The 
number of newly accepted cases was 750. 
To illustrate how many cases are carried by the director 
and how many are carried by the caseworker in a given time, 
the writer,has chosen the last three months of the year, 
TABLE III. 
NUMBER OF CASES FOR EACH MONTH OF 1954 
Social service cases Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Continued from 
previous month 0 11 15 29 23 26 26 26 29 34 34 35 288 
Accepted new 47 65 92 73 61 73 76 55 68 45 53 42 750 
-- - - - - --
Total cases 47 76 107 102 84 99 102 81 97 79 87 77 1038 
,, 
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October, November and December as shown in Table IV· 
TABLE IV. 
NUMBER OF CASES CARRIED BY THE 
DIRECTOR AND THE CASEWORKER 
Type of case Director 
Continued cases 
october 10 
November 10 
December 10 
New cases 
october 15 
November 26 
December 10 
Total 81 
caseworker 
24 
24 
25 
.30 
27 
32 
162 
In a period of three months, the total number of cases carried 
by the department was 243. The social service director car-
ried eighty-one of these, and the caseworker carried 162 
cases, or exactly twice as many cases as the director. 
Table V shows that the department accepted 750 new cases 
in 1954· A record was kept of the source of referral for 
these cases. The largest number of cases, or 227, was initi-
ated by the social workers themselves. These cases were 
picked up either at tumor clinic or prenatal clinic where each 
new patient is routinely interviewed by the assigned social 
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source of New cases 
Social service 
Physician 
Patient or family 
Agency 
other personnel 
Nurse 
other 
Total 
TABLE V. 
SOURCE OF REFERRAL OF NEW CASES IN 1954 
Jan, Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
5 25 22 30 17 20 31 21 29 7 16 4 227 
22 17 20 13 18 18 16 20 15 17 17 20 213 
14 14 32 19 13 16 21 9 11 14 9 6 178 
3 8 11 9 10 11 6 2 8 4 3 10 85 
2 1 7 2 2 6 1 3 4 3 1 1 33 
1 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 4 1 11 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
--
47 65 92 73 61 73 76 55 68 45 53 42 750 
-.j 
1-' 
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worker, at medical or surgical rounds, or at the initiation 
o£ the social worker who had recognized a patient £rom the 
new admission cards sent to her daily by the admitting o£fice, 
and remembered a situation which should be reviewed. 
Physicians, both private and house, made 213 referrals 
during the year. The house physicians referred patients on 
ward rounds, and in informal case conferences. Ninety-six 
private patients of the total 750 new cases became known to 
social service during the year. Not all of these were re-
ferred by the private doctor, but in many cases where pa-
tients referred themselves, they were told of the social 
worker by their doctors. 
patients or their relatives made 178 referrals. These 
individuals knew of social service from various sources. A 
patient may have seen the worker in clinic or visiting another 
patient in the ward. A relative accompanying or visiting a 
patient may have become aware that the social worker is a 
helping person, and may have had some direct experience with 
the worker himself. some people who have known social work-
ers in other settings may have recognized the medical social 
worker's function in the hospital. Also, some of the pa-
tients or relatives may have learned of the social worker 
when she spoke be£ore their local community organizations, 
and some may have been directed to seek her services by their 
neighbors, employers, ministers, or fellow workers. 
Referrals from agencies totaled eighty-five in 1954. A 
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family agency seldom referred one of its clients to the medi-
cal social worker for a casework service. More often than 
not, an agency requested a consultation with the social work~ 
er, or information from her, while it continued to handle the 
medical problem as part of the total social situation that it 
was treating. This may have been because the agency felt 
that there was no need for another caseworker to enter the 
situation, or that its particular case was not appropriate 
for the medical social worker, .or because the agency did not 
know how to use the social worker in the hospital. In the 
greater part of 1954, no statistics were kept on the number 
of referrals made from the Newton-Wellesley Hospital to local 
community agencies. Nevertheless, from her own experience, 
the social service director is of the opinion that approxi-
mately twice as many referrals are made by her department to 
local agencies as are received from them. In contrast to 
the eighty-five referrals received in 1954, the social serv-
ice department referred forty-five patients to outside agen-
cies in October, November and December alone (Table VII). 
other hospital personnel made thirty-three referrals in 
1954· The heads of departments, the credit manager, the ad-
mitting office, the outpatient admitting clerk, and the ad-
ministration are included in this category. The nurses alone 
made eleven referrals within the year. 
Those sources which were unclassified in any of the 
above-mentioned categories were put into a miscellaneous group 
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and include such people as ministers, probation officers or 
employers. 
In her seven years at the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, the 
social service director has kept an annual record of the 
number of services which she and her staff have given to who-
ever request.s them. The department had been reporting to the 
Research Division of the United Community services of Metro-
politan Boston for many years. Until 1953, the services were 
recorded as either comprehensive or limited. In 1953, the 
Research .Division revis.ed its method of reporting. ~ere was 
not to be any distinction between comprehensive and limited 
services. Rather, a distinction was made between casework 
and non-casework services. A casework service was defined as 
an individualized service including at least one interview 
with the patient or his family performed by or under the di-
rection of a medical social worker, in relation to the social 
needs of a patient arising from or related to medical care. 
Non-casework services included reports to agencies and indi-
viduals, consultations, routine follow-up, routine interviews 
to determine financial eligibility for clinic or hospital 
admission fees, routine information provided on resources, 
and routine arrangements for transportation. 
The social service department of the Newton-Wellesley 
Hospital recorded its statistics in this way until September 
of 1954, keeping the distinction between casework and non-
casework services. This thesis is not concerned with the 
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definition of casework, but with all of the services given 
by the department in order to clarify the role of the depart-
ment in a community hospital, For this reason, all of the 
services are included in Table VI· The social service di-
rector added her own list of casework services to the non-
casework services defined above by the United Community Serv-
ice. 
Table VI shows that a total of 607 services were given 
from January to September. In cases where more than one ser-
vice was given, the principal service was recorded. A social 
review was done lll times. The practice of interviewing all 
of the patients in tumor and prenatal clinics accounted for 
most of these. A social review is an individual consider-
ation of a patient•s problems and needs and an evaluation of 
his abilities to meet them. As a means of diagnosis, the 
review may indicate no need for service. on the other hand, 
a case may be found to require professional help other than 
what a medical social worker can give. The case would then 
be referred to an outside agency, the social review being the 
only service given by the medical social worker. Such a case 
may be one in which the major problem is marital difficulty. 
Discharge planning and follow-up were the next largest 
categories, and these were, for the most part, the main reason 
for referral by the medical staff. 
Counseling differed from social planning in that it sig-
nified a situation in which the patient had been known to the 
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TABLE VI. 
SOCIAL WORK SERVICES GIVEN FR0~1 
JANUARY TO SEPTEMBER, 1954 
social work Services ;r. F. M. A· M· J. J. A· s. Total 
Social review 9 15 10 25 9 2 13 ll 17 lll 
Facilitating medical 
care 
a. Discharge 8 8 7 4 7 5 8 10 7 64 
b. Special 2 4 6 5 l 2 3 4 3 30 
c. Admission 0 2 l 4 l 3 3 l 6 21 
Follow-up l 9 9 5 l 13 7 6 9 60 
Counseling 8 6 10 2 3 3 13 8 4 57 
Emotional support 5 2 9 l 6 6 3 4 8 44 
Information cr 6 7 6 2 10 6 2 2 41 
consultation 3 l 7 5 7 7 0 0 [J! 34 
Financial plan 
a. Medical care 0 l 3 0 7 6 4 5 3 29 
b. Maintenance l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
Reports l 0 6 0 5 3 3 4 l 23 
Social plan 
5 a. Chronic illness l 2 4 l 2 3 l l 20; 
b. Terminal care 2 0 l l 2 2 0 0 0 8 
c. Illegitimacy 0 2 l 0 0 0 ·o 0 l 4 
d. Convalescence 2 0 a 0 0 l 0 0 0' 3 
e. Vacation or camp 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 a 0 2 
:f. Alcoholism o: o: 0 0. l 0 l 0 0 2 
Interpreting to 
others 2 l l 3 2 l 0 0 l ll 
Interpreting to 
patient 0 2 2. 3 l l 0 0 0 9 
Translportation 0 l l 4 0 4 0 0 0 10 
Fee adjustment 0 2 5 l 0 0 0 0 0 8 
Rehabilitation 
a. Work adjustment 0 0 l 0 2 0 l l 0 5 
b. Personal ad-
justment 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 l 4 
c. Prosthesis l 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 2 
d. Special treat-
ment l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
Unclassi:fied 0 l l 0 0 0 0 0 l 3 
-
Total 47 65 92 73 61 74 68 58 . 69 607 
worker long enough to build up an accepting casework relation-
ship and all of his related problems were considered. Social 
planning, on the other hand, referred to help given to a pa-
tient at a time of situational stress. social planning for 
convalescence, chronic care and terminal care differed from 
facilitating discharge plans in that it included preparing the 
patient for discharge, choosing the resources, and arranging 
the transfer. Facilitating discharge referred, for instance, 
to situations where the social worker notified the individual 
or agency responsible for the patient, informed them of the 
needs of the patient, and left bhe actual planning up to them. 
Interpretation given to patients and to others was pri-
marily concerned with the patient•s adjustment to his illness 
and its implications for his future. The remaining categories 
are self explanatory. 
In the fall of 1954, the social service department was 
asked to participate in a study of Social Work in Hospital 
Facilities sponsored by a joint committee of the American 
Hospital Association and the American Association of Medical 
social workers. This nation-wide study was to be for the month 
of November. Its purpose was to obtain information about so-
cial service departments in hospitals throughout the country. 
The information was to include the relationship of the depart-
ment to the over-all hospital organization and the services 
performed by the department. 
The social service director found that the method of 
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recording services suggested by the committee was explicit, 
inclusive, and efficient. She decided to use this method of 
keeping statistics for the remainder of 1954 beginning in 
October which was also the beginning of the hospital's new fis-
cal year. 
Table VII lists the social work services by the new meth-
od and indicates the number of times each service was given in 
October, November, and December. 
In the statistics for the first nine months of the year, 
the unit of count was the patient. One service per patient 
was recorded. In Table VII, the unit of count is the service, 
and more than one service, sometimes as many as five, may be 
recorded for one patient. 
one important item in the new list of services is that 
of referral to community health and welfare agencies. It can 
be seen that forty-five referrals were made in three months. 
Table V (page 71) shows that in the same time the social serv-
ice department received only seventeen referrals from outside 
agencies. 
A comparison of Tables VI and VII shows that there is an 
increasing demand for information on resources and consultation 
on medical problems from social service. ~e individual pa-
tients in these cases are not seen by the medical social work-
er. Information was given thirty-one times in the last three 
months as compared to forty~one times in the preceding nine 
months. Consultation was given on thirteen patients from 
I 
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TABLE VII. 
SOCIAL WORK SERVICES GIVEN FROM 
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 1954 
social Work Services Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Assistance in adjustment to illness 
Assistance in following medical care 
Social histories and evaluations 
Referral to community health and 
welfare agencies 
Facilitating institutional convalescent, 
chronic or terminal care 
Assistance re personal or behavior 
problems 
Assistance re family problems 
Information re health and welfare 
resources 
Medical information to social agencies 
Follow-up broken hospital or clinic 
appointments 
cooperative casework with community 
agencies 
Financial assistance, payment for 
appliances 
Emotional support 
Assistance with living arrangements 
consultation 
Co-ordinating or facilitating medical 
care appointments 
Admitting or eligibility procedures 
Arranging transportation to and from 
hospital or clinic 
Assistance with work adjustment 
Personal services as letters and errands 
Housing for relatives of out-of-town 
patients 
Total 
15 24 15 
15 14 23 
16 23 7 
15 21 9 
16 9 17 
10 15 17 
15 15 12 
12 12 7 
8 8 10 
16 6 1 
7 12 4 
5 10 5 
10 0 9 
2 6 6 
5 2 6 
6 5 2 
1 8 3 
3 6 3 
4 7 0 
0 2 2 
0 0 0 
181 205 158 
54 
52 
46 
45 
42 
42 
42 
31 
26 
23 
23 
20 
19 
14 
13 
13 
12 
12 
11 
4 
0 
544 
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october to December, while it was given on thirty-four pa-
tients from january to September. This increase perhaps indi-
cates that the community looks on the hospital more and more 
as a source of help with problems related to medical care. 
c. The FUnctions of the Social Service Department as Seen 
by Related Hospital Departments 
Clarification of the role of the social service depart-
ment in a community hospital implies not.only what the social 
workers see as their functions, but also what the admini-
stration of the hospital, the medical staff, and other hospi-
tal personnel expect of them and how they use them. In order 
to understand what these people see as the functions of the 
social service department, the writer interviewed the director 
of the hospital, the chief accountant, and the admitting 
clerk of the outpatient department. 
The director of the hospital said that his own experi-
ences lead him to believe that the medical. social worker is 
little known to 'the community at large. He has received a 
number of calls which he felt should have been made to social 
service. In addition to casework service to patients, he 
sees the functions of the social service department to include 
co-operation with physicians in the total care of the patient, 
consultation with physicians, individuals, and agencies, 
interpretation of the place of the hospital in the community, 
education of hospital personnel, and co-operation with com-
munity agencies working in the same or related fields. 
The interviewing staff of the credit office is concerned 
WJ!rtJb.:_l the ability and willingness of the patient to PllY for 
his hospital care. The staff considers this in the light of 
the total welfare of the patient, and when it recognizes a 
social problem related to or caused by a financial problem, 
it refers the case to social service. The chief accountant 
has said that his staff should not try to be social workers, 
but should have a knowledge and understanding of the social 
aspects of illness in order to be able to refer situations to 
the proper resource. 
The admitting clerk of the outpatient department inter-
views each new patient, and reinterviews known patients every 
six months to determine their eligibility far clinic services. 
The nature of her interviews and the facts which she dis-
cusses often reveal problems of concern to medical social 
work, and give her many opportunities to discover social situ-
ations in which a professional social worker could be helpful, 
In the writer's own work with the house medical staff, 
it has been seen that the doctors learn during the year to 
make more appropriate referrals to the social service depart-
ment and to make them early in their contact with the pa-
tients. Early in the year, the medical staff did not seem to 
understand how or when ~o use the social workers. The day-to-
day demonstration and interpretation by the social service 
staff have undoubtedly influenced the change in the doctors' 
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understanding of and attitudes toward the_department. 
n. The Use of the social service Department by the Hospital 
Staff and Personnel 
In order to study how the social service department is 
used by hospital staff and personnel, the new cases accepted 
in the month of March, l954, will be discussed from the stand-
point of source of referral and reason for referral. The 
reason for referral very often is not the same as the case-
work service given. For the purposes of this thesis, however, 
it indicates why the source called on the medical social work-
er when he did. The month of March is discussed because at 
this time the members of the social service staff were all 
present, and because the amount of new cases approximated the 
median number of referrals in any one month. Ninety-two new 
cases were accepted in this month. Table VIII shows how many 
patients were referred by each source. The cases which were 
referred by hospital staff and hospital personnel will be 
discussed in this section. 
The twenty-two cases initiated by social service will not 
be discussed as the functions of social service as seen by 
the workers are discussed elsewhere in this chapter. From 
the twenty-five cases referred within the hospital, seventeen 
came from the medical staff, one from a nurse, and seven from 
other personnel. 
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TABLE VIII. 
SOURCE OF REFERRAL OF SOCIAL SERVICE CASES 
IN MARCH, 1954 
Source of Referral 
social service 
Medical staff 
Family 
patient 
Agency 
other hospital personnel 
Other 
Private doctor 
Nurse 
Total 
Referrals by the Medical staff 
Number of patients 
22 
17 
15 
13 
8 
7 
7 
2 
1 
92 
Of the seventeen cases referred by the medical staff, 
sixteen came from the house officers, and one from a member 
of the active staff, The latter referral was made by a pay-
chiatrist who asked social service to arrange prenatal care, 
delivery, and adoption for one of his patients. Eleven cases 
were referred by the house officers for discharge planning: 
five for chronic care, two for terminal care, and four for 
convalescence. Four patients were referred for social evalu-
ation: 1) evaluation of emotional reaction to a changed diag-
nosis; 2) re-evaluation of a social situation to see if any-
thing would interfere with medical care; 3) and 4) personal 
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and social evaluation because symptoms seemed to be psycho-
genic. One patient was rererred because she needed help in 
getting appliances. 
Rererrals by other Hospital Personnel 
One nurse rererred a patient who needed transportation 
rrom the hospital. The admitting clerk or the outpatient de-
partment rererred a patient who seemed rinancially able to 
pay ror his medicines, yet threatened to go without medication 
unless he got it rree. The patient •1as rererred to social 
service ror rurther rinancial review, and because his obvi-
ous emotional stress made the situation too dirricult to be 
handled by the clerk. 
one patient, who was also an employee or the hospital, 
was rererred by his department head who relt incapable or 
handling the patient•s lack or adjustment to his job. Two 
employees asked ror inrormation about home care ror ill rela-
tives, while a third employee sought inrormation about the 
number and schedule or clinics in the outpatient department. 
one case was rererred by the director or the hospital ro 
emotional support to the parents or a young patient. The 
ramily was not known to the director, but the case was dis-
cussed with him outside the hospital. In March, the credit 
manager rererred an elderly man to social service who appar-
ently needed help in planning ror the arter care or his elder-
ly wire, a patient in the hospital. 
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E· The use of the Social service Department by the community 
As the above illustrations indicate the use of the so-
cial service department by the staff and personnel of the 
hospital, so do the referrals from individuals outside the 
hospital show what the community expects from the department 
and how it uses it. The community includes the patients, 
their families, other interested persons, private doctors, 
and agencies. Table VIII shows that forty-five cases were 
referred to social service from the community in March, 1954. 
Referrals by patients 
Thirteen patients referred themselves to the social ser-
vice department. seven of these patients wanted financial 
assistance or financial planning: 1) patient knew social 
worker from tumor clinic and wanted help in getting appli-
ances; 2) patient knew worker from previous long contact as 
an in-and-out patient and wanted help to buy medicine; 3) 
patient knew worker who had helped one of her daughters during 
an illegitimate pregnancy, and requested a fee adjustment; 
4) patient knew worker from previous contact and wanted help 
with appliances in addition to a chance to talk; 5) patient 
knew worker from prenatal clinic, and wanted to talk over her 
precarious financial situation; 6) patient knew worker from 
previous contact as an outpatient and wanted help to pay for 
a prescription; 7) patient knew worker who had helped her 
daughter and wanted help in buying glasses for herself. one 
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patient asked for emotional support and counseling related to 
her family, work, and dietary problems. She knew the worker 
from tumor clinic. Another patient who was hospitalized for 
the second time wanted to thank the worker for previous con-
valescent arrangements, and to assure the worker that she was 
capable of making her own discharge plans this time. A pri-
vate patient called the worker to her bedside to request 
someone to take care of her at home. A young boy knew the 
social worker from her contact with his parents during his 
hospitalization. As an outpatient in the psychiatric clinic 
in March, he crune to her office to talk about himself and his 
possible transfer to another social agency. Two patients who 
knew the worker from their own contact as in-patients asked 
for information on community resources for members of their 
families. 
Referrals by Relatives 
Relatives referred fifteen patients to social service. 
Four wanted information of nursing home resources. Of the 
four, two had been told of social service by their private 
doctors. The other two knew the worker from the patients• 
previous contacts with her. one mother was sent by the agen-
cy responsible for her support to ask the worker to facili-
tate her child's admission to the house for an operation. 
The wife of a patient known to social service asked that a 
report verifying her husband•s need for a prosthesis be sent 
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to the responsible agency. Two relatives asked for fee ad-
justment for patients. Both knew the social worker from their 
own previous experience with her. The wife of one discharged 
patient came in to express her gratitude for the nursing home 
that had been arranged for her husband and which he had en-
joyed. The daughter of one patient who had accompanied her 
mother to tumor clinic many times, asked that new living ar-
rangements be made for mother. Four relatives sought emo-
tional support and reassurance from social service in relati 
to the patients' illness, adjustment, and the meaning for 
other members of the family. one of these was anxious to 
know how she could help. These people knew the worker either 
from their own experience or from the patients' previous con-
tacts with her. One young patient was referred to the social 
worker by her mother a few years before, and returns periodi-
cally to keep the worker informed of her own and her mother's 
conditon. 
Referrals by Private Doctors 
Two private doctors contacted social service during the 
month. one asked that his patient be seen regarding dis-
charge plans for convalescence. The other asked for inform-
ation about available local resources to keep his elderly 
patient occupied and thereby prevent her self-preoccupation. 
Referrals by Agencies 
The local family agencies contacted the department on 
four occasions. An employee of one was a patient in the hos-
pital, for whom the agency asked friendly visiting. TWo con-
sultations were requested: one on the work prognosis of a 
patient, and one on how to handle a medical problem that re-
quired institutional care. The fourth referral asked that 
social service interpret the patient's needs to his mother 
and give her emotional support throughout this situation. A 
placement agency asked for emotional support for its client 
who was illegitimately pregnant. A nearby school asked that 
a clinic appointment and diagnostic tests be arranged for one 
of its pupils. The social service.department of a community 
hospital asked for a report on social service contact with a 
patient who was transferred to that hospital. A children's 
agency asked for a report on social service contact with a 
family known both to the agency and to the Newton-Wellesl~y 
Hospital. 
Referrals by Other Individuals 
Seven individuals referred patients in March. A church 
worker requested fee adjustments for his hospitalized client. 
A parole officer asked for a report on a patient'S medical 
condl:tt:l:on. Two ministers telephoned the social service of-
fice. one asked that the worker investigate ~is parishioner's 
need for any kind of help. The other informed the worker 
that his church had a free bed in the hospital, and asked 
that his parishioner's situation be reviewed to see if she 
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needed the bed. A patient's employer requested information 
and advice concerning possible medical care, the need for 
hospitalization, and possible after care. The employer had 
been a Gray Lady and had become familiar with social service 
through her own work. One patient's legal guardian accompan-
ied him to clinic and discussed the problems she was having 
with the patient with the social worker. The seventh refer-
ral came from a friend of a patient in the hospital. The 
friend who was concerned about how the patient would pay for 
her care was directed to social service by a nurse on the 
ward. 
summary 
The American Association of Medical Social Workers re-
vised their statement of standards for medical social service 
in 1949. The new publication relisted the functions of a 
medical ·social service department as follo~IS : 1 
1. casework service is the primary and fundamental 
activity of the department. All other activities 
depend on sound, continuous social casework which 
is concerned with helping the patient with per-
sonal or environmental difficulties which predis-
pose toward illness or interfere with obtaining 
maximum benefits from medical care. 
2. Participation in program planning and policy 
formulation within the medical institution. 
1. American Association of Medical Social Work: 
Committee on standards, A statement of standards to be Met 
~Medical social Service Departments-in Hospitals-and---
Clinics, p. 3. 
J 
3. Participation in the development of social and 
health programs in the community. 
4. Participation in educational programs for pro-
fessional personnel. 
5. Medical social research. 
How do the functions and activities of the social service 
department of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital measure up to the 
foregoing standards? casework service to patients is con-
sidered by the social service director and the director of 
the hospital to be the primary function or the department. 
The service given depends on the individual study or the pa-
tient and the medical situation is understood in relation to 
his personal needs. The director has said that she believes 
that her other functions profit from her direct contact with 
patients. 
The second function or participating in program planning 
and policy formulation within the medical institution is also 
recognized by the department and the hospital. The depart-
ment director is consulted in relation to plans for patient 
care, development of services and procedures, and the hospi-
tal's responsibility to the community, and shares her knowl-
edge and understanding of patients' needs, community problems, 
and community developments with the administration and other 
department heads. 
Participation in the development of social and health 
programs in the community is the third function. The medical 
social workers in the Newton-vlellesley Hospital frequently 
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utilize the available community resources, and therefore they 
know what the resources have to offer and what services they 
lack •. When they find a gap between the available resources 
and the needs of the community, they regard it as their re-
sponsibility to use their knowledge of patients• needs to 
point out the gap and to promote programs that contribute to 
rehabilitation and prevention of illness. 
Both the caseworker and director take part in the edu-
cational program for personnel. Social work students, nursfug 
students, administrative residents, and internes benefit from 
this program. The quality and adequacy of service demon-
strated in the day-to-day work of the department, and talks 
to lay groups and volunteers are other educational responsi-
bilities. 
The hospital budget does not provide for any kind of re-
search, including research in medical social work. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
CONCLUSION 
Approximately seventy-five years ago, the Newton-
Wellesley Hospital was thought of as a shelter for the indi-
gent sick. Today the hospital is considered a community 
agency offering many services to all patients regardless of 
financial circumstances. The hospital has kept pace with the 
·changing needs of the community and with new developments in 
the field of medical science, and as a result, new categories 
of illness are treated. Ambulatory patients receive medical 
care and supervision. Medical recommendations are followed-
up by the hospital in the outpatient department and by the I I 
hospital social service department in private, nursing, and J 
boarding homes. The hospital staff and administrative person 
1 
nel recognize the relationship between social factors and 
health or illness, and they consider it their responsibility 
to alleviate those factors which may predispose toward ill-
ness and disability or interfere with recovery and rehabili-
tation. The hospital meets this responsibility by maintaining 
and using its social service department. 
The social service department has become an integral part 
of the hospital. As such its purpose is viewed as being de-
termined by and related to the purpose of the institution. 
This study has shown that the functions and activities of the 
social service department meet the standards of medical social 
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service as they were derined by the American Association or 
Medical Social Workers in 1949 with one exception. Medical 
social research is not provided ror by the hospital. The 
medical social workers orrer the entire community therapeutic, 
inrormational, interpretative and speoiric concrete services. 
All services are orrered on the basis or need. 
There is no method to control need. consideration 
or a person in need or help is the essential criteri-
on ror runotion, and no limitations are set to the 
kind or need brought to the worker. It is the cli-
ent's right to have the worker consider him ••• 
The responsibilitl or the agency is to be av~ilable 
to those in need. 
The social service department or the Newton-Wellesley Hospi-
tal believes in and carries ·out this philosophy. No one in 
need is turned away; each patient is given individual con-
sideration, and only when it is round that the patient needs 
help other than what a medical social worker can give, is a 
rererral made to the proper resource. 
The inter-relatedness o~ the hospital and the community 
ultimately involves the hospital personnel and at~~ in close 
contact with the residents o~ Newton and Wellesley. FUrther-
more, the small eta~~ or the social service department or the 
hospital means that each member or the department is involved 
in close contact with patients or their representatives. As 
the population o~ Newton and Wellesley has been stable 
1. Fred Berl, "The community as Problem and Challenge 
to casework services and Method,"· The Jewish social Service 
~uarterly, 28~231, March, 1952. ---
throughout the years, the staff has become well acquainted 
with individuals, families, and the community at large. The 
formal and casual contacts of the medical social workers have 
put them in a position to know and understand the traditions, 
values, expectations, interests, attitudes> social pressures 
and cultural influences in the community. The role of the 
social service department in a community hospital is patterned 
by this knowledge, by the professional expectations of the 
workers, and by the expectations and use of the department 
by the hospital and the community. 
The hospital and the community request numerous and 
varied services from the social service department. Ninety-
two new cases accepted by the department in the month of 
March, 1954, were studied from the standpoint of source of 
referral and reason for referral as these indicated-how the 
department was being used. Forty-seven cases were referred 
from persons within the hospital. The medical staff referred 
patients to social service primarily at the point of dis-
charge when the patient was in need of special care, or when 
his home conditions were unsuitable for even the simplest 
routine after care. The physicians were also aware of the 
importance of a social evaluation of a situation, antici-
pating that the situation may have some bearing on diagnosis, 
treatment or the patient•s adjustment to his illness. The 
other personnel recognized the social worker's function and 
skill in handling a situation that had symptoms of disturb~ 
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These situations involved plans for after care, adjustment 
to an illness, adjustment to work, or objection to paying 
fees. 
Forty-five cases were referred by the community in March. 
The lay people of the community sought the medical social 
worker for financial assistance, fee adjustments, emotional 
support and counseling. A few wanted help with admission 
arrangements, after care, or living arrangements. several 
patients returned on their own to social service to express 
gratitude, to inform the worker of how they were getting 
along, to get reassurance, or to get counseling on problems 
which may or may not have been related to the original prob-
lem for. which they were referred. This type of relationship 
between the social worker and the patient may be due to the 
way in which the community looks at the hospital or to the 
social workers themselves who encourage this by their sincere 
interest, enthusiastic support and the actual help which they 
give. 
The professional members of the community include the 
social workers, physicians, and clergymen. social workers in 
other agencies asked that emotional support and interpre-
tation be given their clients, and that admissions and treat-
ment be facilitated. occasionally, a worker wanted a report 
on her client's ability to work, or she wanted to be advised 
on how to handle a medical problem. The private doctors were 
interested in community resources. They either wanted to 
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handle the situation themselves or to have the medical social 
worker take over. The ministers seemed to be concerned about 
the welfare of their parishioners and how this would be a£-
rected by the rinancial burden or hospitalization. Whereas 
the lay people seem to rarer an entire medical social situ-
ation to the social service department, and these rererrals 
were related to the problems or illness, the proressional 
people seemed to be less willing to rarer an entire situation 
and more interested in receiving in£ormational and interpre-
tative service. It may be that they feel more competent to 
handle such situations themselves or that they are reluctant 
to share professional guidance of a situation that involves 
medical social problems. 
The social service department, like the hospital, was 
originally concerned with the indigent sick. The medical so-
cial workers were primarily interested in tho5e patients who 
could not afford the cost of medical care, and much of their 
time and effort was spent in investigating how the hospital 
could be paid for its services. The role of the social serv-
.ice department has since changed. The social workers are 
still concerned with financial problems but the rocus is now 
on the individual patient's problems and not on the problems 
of the institution. The meaning of illness, the adjustment 
to illness, and the continuity of care are the primary con-
cern of the social workers, and as the referrals indicate 
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these are becoming the primary concern of the hospital staff 
and personnel and the community. Perhaps the increasing num-
ber of requests that the social service department receives 
from individuals and agencies indicates that the community 
hospital is more and more looked upon as the legitimate health 
resource of the community. 
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